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ABSTRACT

The work presented in this dissertation focuses on the [FeFe]-hydrogenase
active site as inspiration for the design and synthesis of complexes capable of the
electrocatalytic generation of molecular hydrogen from protons and electrons.

The

majority of work discussed uses gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and density
functional theory (DFT) to probe and analyze the bonding and electron distribution in
potential catalysts. These two techniques are also used to explore the nature of cyanide
as a ligand, due to its presence and unknown role in these enzymes.
This dissertation begins with the study of (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2X (FpX) and (η5C5Me5)Fe(CO)2X (Fp*X) complexes where X = H-, Cl-, and CN- to assess and compare
their π-accepting abilities, which is contradicted in the literature. The shifts in ionization
energies measured by PES provide a measure of the relative bonding effects. The results
indicate cyanide is, overall, a weak π-acceptor, and the σ- and π-donor interactions are
important to understanding the chemistry.
The molecule [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 was examined, in part due to the
delocalized π-orbitals of the C6H4S2 ligand, which could facilitate the redox chemistry
necessary for catalysis. Computations show that upon ionization, the complex adopts a
semi-bridging carbonyl; termed “rotated structure”.

The reorganization energy of this

geometry change was determined, which may provide understanding of how the active
site in the enzyme enables electron transfer to achieve this catalysis.
Next complexes of the form (μ-SCH2XCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, where X=CH2, O, NH,
t

BuN, MeN, were explored in order to provide insight to the unknown atom at the central
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bridging position of the alkyl chain in the [FeFe]-hydrogenase enzyme. The likelihood of
a rotated cationic structure is also shown, with reorganization energy values similar to
that seen for [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2.
The final chapter explores the replacement of selenium for sulfur in (μX(CH2)3X)[Fe(CO)3]2 and (μ-X(CH2)2CH(CH3)X)[Fe(CO)3]2, where X is either sulfur or
selenium.

The PES data show destabilization of the selenium complex ionizations

compared to the sulfur complexes and a lower reorganization energy was calculated. The
computed HOMO-LUMO gap energy for the selenium-based complex is roughly 0.17 eV
smaller than for the sulfur analogs, which may indicate a lower reduction potential is
needed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The work discussed in this dissertation is inspired by the hydrogenase enzyme class
due to their capability of producing molecular hydrogen from protons and electrons.
These studies emphasize the development of a synthetic mimic catalyst capable of the
electrocatalytic production of molecular hydrogen, which can then be oxidized and
converted into energy and water, the only byproduct of this reaction, shown in Scheme
1.1. Because the conversion of hydrogen to energy is nonpolluting and hydrogen has the
potential to replace the ever diminishing and polluting fossil fuels being used today
mimicking these enzymes’ catalysis is appealing, and worldwide effort is being made
with the intention of creating synthetic mimic compounds capable of this reaction.
These enzymes were first discovered in colon bacteria in 1931 by Stephenson and
Stickland.1-5 Although humans do contain the gene for this enzyme3 it is not expressed.
These enzymes are found in many varieties of organisms such as aerobes, anaerobes,
autotrophs, heterotrophs, prokaryotic, eukaryotic, and fermentative organisms. Large
amounts of anaerobic sediment at the base of ponds contain organisms with these
enzymes. This oxygen-free environment leads to one of the main obstacles to overcome
if one is to directly use these bacteria to produce H2. They are oxygen-sensitive and
become inactive in its presence. This is one reason why a global effort to find synthetic
mimic compounds is being put forth.
One main difficulty in the synthetic design of a mimic compound capable of this
reaction for fuel cells is in reducing the overpotential of this reaction, the extra energy

23

2H+ + 2e-

2H2 + O2

H2
2H2O + Energy

Scheme 1.1
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required in addition to the reduction potential for a reaction to proceed, which limits the
commercial viability. Little advancement has been made in reducing the overpotential of
the systems designed and studied thus far. In addition, the ability to reduce weak acids at
an appreciable rate, without decomposition of the catalyst, is also of importance, and an
obstacle to overcome with this research.
Today the use of platinum in electrochemical cells produces hydrogen in a
catalytic manner, but due to its expense and rarity it is not reasonable to use platinum for
the industrial production of H2. To date much work has been performed using synthetic
mimic compounds that are substituted in a variety of ways in an attempt to reproduce this
catalysis.
Since the discovery of this enzyme class in the 1930s, effort has been put forth in
a variety of disciplines in order to understand and mimic their catalysis. Some of the first
of these efforts include the rates of H2 production from these enzymes. These studies
initially quantified the production of molecular hydrogen using whole cells, with
measurements made via deuterium exchange.6,7

Experiments using whole cells,

especially membrane-bound hydrogenases, created a variety of problems for assays of
this type. The mid-1950s brought about the capability to purify these enzymes, which
allowed for more detailed analysis and the assessment of the presence of iron.8-10
It was not until the 1960s that the discovery of three different hydrogenase active
sites existed, and around this same time the presence of sulfurs also became apparent, but
their function was unknown.11-13 It was in the early 70’s that a non-heme iron was found
to be present in the active site of C. pasteurianum.14,151315 About a decade later the
[NiFe]-active site was discovered.16,17
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1.1 Hydrogenase Enzymes
This class of enzymes consists of four different metal centers, or active sites, the [NiFe],
[NiFeSe], [FeFe], and the [Fe]-only. The most abundant is the [NiFe]-active site, shown
in Figure 1.1. The [NiFe]-metal center, like all of these related enzymes, is bound to the
enzyme via cysteine ligands and consists of terminal cyanide and carbonyl ligands, as
well as two bridging sulfide groups and a semi-bridging hydroxyl group.

All

hydrogenase enzymes are responsible for both the production and uptake of molecular
hydrogen, but the [NiFe]-active site is primarily involved in the consumption at a
turnover frequency of around 100-1000 molecules of H2 per second per site,
corresponding to a KM value for H2 of 0.01-0.001 mM at 30°C and a pH of 8.18,19 The KM
value, or Michaelis constant, is the substrate concentration at which an enzyme-catalyzed
reaction proceeds at one-half its maximum velocity, defined by Equation 1.1.

A

[NiFeSe] enzyme also exists which is bound to the enzyme via a selenocysteine but
otherwise is the same structurally as the [NiFe] metal center shown. The [NiFe]-active
site is the least sensitive to oxygen of all the hydrogenases known.
The second main class of hydrogenase enzymes is the [FeFe]-active site, also
shown in Figure 1.1. This class is primarily involved in H2 production, is the most
oxygen sensitive, but also the most active. It produces molecular hydrogen at a rate of
around 9000 molecules per second per site. This turnover relates to a KM value for H2 at
0.1-1 mM at 30° C and a pH of 8, which is about 50-100 times more active that the
[NiFe] counterpart.18,19
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KM =

[E][S]
[ES]
Equation 1.1

Where E=enzyme,
S=substrate
ES=enzyme
substrate complex
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Figure 1.1: [NiFe] and [FeFe]-active sites
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One area of uncertainty in this metal center is what atom exists at the group that
bridges the sulfurs (Figure 1.1). Until recently it has generally been thought that the
identity of X is nitrogen, due to its basicity and the potential protonation site. However,
the X-ray crystallographic studies had not been of high enough resolution to decipher
whether X is carbon, nitrogen or oxygen. Peters and coworkers have refined the crystal
structure of the H-cluster of the [FeFe]-hydrogenase from Clostridium pasteurianum and
the data suggests that X is an oxygen atom that results in a bridging dithiomethylether
ligand.20 The [FeFe]-active site mentioned above is also termed the [2Fe-2S] center
because of the association with a series of three iron-sulfur clusters, two [4Fe-4S] and
one unusual [3Fe-4S], which act as an electron transport chain that leads to the active
site. This series of iron-sulfur clusters is also present in the [NiFe]-active sites. There
has been extensive computational research performed investigating the electron density
distribution in the area of the enzyme where the [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] clusters are bound
to each other. Szilagyi and coworkers have performed DFT calculations determining that
this enzyme cannot be thought of as one [2Fe-2S] cluster bound to a [4Fe-4S] cluster, but
rather a 6Fe-cluster due to extensive delocalization of frontier molecular orbitals of the
iron centers, sulfide, and the non-innocent dithiolate ligands.21,22
All these active sites are located in the center of the enzyme, with the iron-sulfur
clusters in a line leading from the enzyme’s surface to the [2Fe-2S] active site. In
addition to this electron transport chain network, a channel exists in these enzymes that is
large enough to allow molecular hydrogen to enter and exit the active site, as shown in
Figure1.2.23
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Figure 1.2: Figure from Y. Nicolet et. al [FeFe]-active site showing
the series of 3 iron-sulfur clusters leading from the outside of the
enzyme to the [2Fe-2S] active site in th e center of the enzyme. The
blue channel is Xe gas, roughly the same size as H2 illustrating a
tunnel for entrance and exit to the active site.23
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Finally, there is a [Fe]-only hydrogenase that consists of a monoiron center,
previously termed the iron-sulfur-cluster free hydrogenase.24-26 This class is the least
understood of the active sites, and the structure has only recently been determined by Xray crystallography,27 shown in Figure 1.3.
1.2 Hydrogenase Mimics
The first crystal structures of these enzymes were reported by Volbeda et al. for the
[NiFe]-hydrogenase from Desulfovibrio gigas,28 Nicolet et al. for the [FeFe]-hydrogenase
from Desulfovibrio deulfuricans,23and Shima et al. for the [Fe]-only hydrogenase from
Methanocaldococcus jannaschii.27

These crystal structures allowed for work on

structure-activity relationships of active site mimics to be performed.29-36 In addition,
extensive electrochemical studies have been performed on numerous mimic systems,37-47
as well as computational studies.32,48-56
The mimic systems that will be discussed in detail in later chapters are all based
on the [FeFe]-hydrogenase active sites, and all use the basic structural motif depicted in
Figure 1.4. The efforts described here are only some of the extensive research on
systems containing this diiron core. The dashed-line arc at the top of the structure in
Figure 1.4 represents a variety of different possible linkers between the sulfur atoms.
Systems containing this general Fe2S2(CO)6 moiety are well known, easily synthesized,
and have been studied with a variety of linkers and replacement of the carbonyl ligands.
These linkers range from simple alkyl groups54,57-60 to complex ligand systems, such as
ruthenium-diiron dyads.61 In addition to substitution of linkers, substitutions of carbonyls
by other ligands have also been studied. Examples of these are phosphines36,62-65, and
cyanides.66-69
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Figure 1.3: Figure from R. K.
Thauer. [Fe]-only active site.27
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Figure 1.4: Fe2S2(CO)6 [FeFe]-active site mimic compound
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As noted above, all of the hydrogenase active sites contain terminal and bridging
carbonyl ligands, as well as terminal cyanide ligands, both of which are unusual ligands
in nature. Both ligands are toxic to biological systems in their free form, and both are
thought to be present in this enzyme class to help stabilize the low oxidation states and
result in a low spin configuration of the iron centers.70 In order for these ligands to be
included in these active sites, the biosynthesis of the [NiFe]-hydrogenase cyanide ligands
has been explored. It was found that their origin is carbamoyl phosphate, and that the
hydrogenase maturation proteins, HypF and HypE are active in the conversion of
thiocyanates to cyanide on the iron in the active site of these enzymes. This mechanism
allows for the incorporation of cyanide without the release of the free ligand in the
system.71
Work performed on hydrogenase mimic systems, being presented here, is in
collaboration with two other research groups within the Department of Chemistry at The
University of Arizona, namely those of Professor Dennis H. Evans and Professor Richard
S. Glass. This collaboration is funded by the National Science Foundation under what is
called Collaborative Research in Chemistry, or CRC. The collaborative work presented
here is on substituted linkers of the Fe2S2(CO)6 moiety shown above, and includes
photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) combined with density functional theory (DFT)
calculations. Syntheses of the complexes evaluated in this work are also included where
applicable; however, many of the compounds explored were synthesized and obtained
from others and will be noted as such.
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The general goal of the work discussed in this dissertation is to understand the
accepting and donating ability of cyanide as a ligand, and how the energetic structure and
internal reorganization energy of the Fe2S2(CO)6 hydrogenase mimic systems change
with ligand addition at the bridging sulfurs. Understanding these changes and being able
to computationally explore them with accuracy would allow the prediction of complexes
more efficient at the electrocatalytic generation of molecular hydrogen. The combination
of photoelectron spectroscopy and computational chemistry provide an approach to
obtain this goal.
1.3 General Methods
Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) has been
used for all the research presented here. Photoelectron spectroscopy provides a precise
measure of the energy associated with the formation of a cation in the gas phase. This
technique uses monochromatic He I and He II photons, 21.2 eV and 40.8 eV,
respectively, to photoionize the valence electrons in molecules and produces data which
shows ionization features corresponding to these excited electrons in electron volts. The
use of two ionization sources allows for character assignment of orbitals by the relative
increase or decrease in electron counts in each ionization band going from one source to
another. The relative increase or decrease in intensity of the ionization bands in the
spectra is expected to take place due to the relative ionization cross-sections of the atomic
orbitals. This cross-sectional area represents the probability that a photon of a given
energy can be absorbed by an atom to ionize the electrons. For example, iron-based
ionizations are expected to increase in intensity with higher energy photons, whereas
main-group atoms such as sulfur and selenium are expected to decrease in intensity.
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These differences in intensities have been tabulated for all atoms at increasing photon
energy.72 Pertinent examples to the work presented here are that selenium 4p orbitals
drop in intensity by almost a factor of 15, Fe 3d orbitals increase by almost a factor of 2,
and sulfur 3p orbitals decrease by roughly a factor of 4, and carbon and nitrogen 2p based
ionizations decrease by around a factor of 2 upon changing the ionization source from He
I to He II.72
Computations.

In order to validate computational predictions, comparison to

experiment is necessary. Here the combination of photoelectron spectroscopy and DFT
studies allows for this comparison, when an electron is removed from a system. Because
photoelectron experiments are able to directly measure the change in electronic structure
from a neutral to cation species comparison with the energy values given computationally
is possible.
A computational methodology was developed that accurately predicts the gas
phase geometry of these diiron based hydrogenase mimic compounds when compared
with crystal structure data.

Good agreement of infrared (IR) carbonyl stretching

frequencies has also been shown, which gives indication that this computational method
accounts well for the structural distortions of the molecules as a result of vibrational
activity. In addition, adiabatic ionization energies have correlated well, which suggests
that the computations also account for energies and structures associated with oxidation
and reduction potentials.58
Computations can also aid in the photoelectron peak assignments.

For this reason the

production of Kohn-Sham orbital plots, and molecular orbital percent character
evaluation on systems discussed in this dissertation were performed.
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1.4 Specific Studies.
Cyanide as a ligand. In addition to the hydrogenase mimic catalytic systems containing
the Fe2S2(CO)6 moiety being evaluated here, molecules of the form (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2X
(FpX, where X is H-, Cl- and CN-) also have been investigated. These systems are related
to the [NiFe]-hydrogenase system and are based upon spectroscopic model compounds
developed by Marcetta Y. Darensbourg at Texas A&M University, Figure 1.5.73 These
“piano-stool” complexes maintain a nearly octahedral electronic symmetry about the iron
center where three coordination sites are occupied by the cyclopentadienyl (Cp) ligand,
which mimics the bridging groups that join the two metal centers, and the electron count
at the iron is maintained, both of which satisfy some basic requirements of these model
systems.
Based upon the similarity between crystal structures of the active site and the
model compound, as well as their nearly identical carbonyl and cyanide stretching
frequencies, this model system has proven to be a viable way to study substituent
effects.73 Here, the interest in model systems of this sort is to gain insight into cyanide as
a ligand. Cyanide is not just an unusual ligand in nature, but it seems to be a ligand that
is not well understood in general. This ligand is known and accepted to be a strong σdonor.

However, the importance of cyanide’s π-bonding and π-back-bonding

capabilities, which helps to stabilize a complex, have been contradicted in the literature,
as will be discussed in chapter 3.
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Figure 1.5: [NiFe]-Hydrogenase model compound developed by Marcetta Y.
Darensbourg
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It was found that by increasing the electron density around the iron center by
pentamethylation of the cyclopentadienyl ligand (Cp*), cyanide became a better acceptor
ligand, whereas carbonyl maintained its good accepting capabilities.
Chapter 3 also includes discussion of cyanide and related compounds to
determine whether or not the placement of CN- next to the isoelectronic ligand CO in the
spectrochemical series is an accurate assessment of its ligand field nature. Analysis of
the density functional theory wavefunction in terms of a Hartree-Fock-RoothaanMulliken model in the transformed basis of the ligand orbitals will be used to evaluate the
bonding of these ligands and their ability to both donate and accept electrons. These
studies show that the generally accepted placement of cyanide and carbonyl in the
spectrochemical series is accurate, but not because CN- has a π acceptor ability similar to
that of CO.
Hydrogenase mimic compounds. The remainder of the dissertation will detail the
catalytic systems the CRC group has been investigating starting with the [(μ-orthoC6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 system in Chapter 4, Figure 1.6, which has shown electrocatalytic
generation of molecular hydrogen in the presence of acetic acid. This chapter will
discuss in detail the photoelectron spectroscopic data, combined with DFT calculations,
to aid in the discussion of geometric changes and reorganization energies, specifically the
energy difference going from the neutral, nonbridging, structure to the cationic structure
in which a carbonyl group goes to a semi-bridging geometry, termed the “rotated
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Figure 1.6: [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2
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structure”.56,74 DFT studies combined with PES allow for a measure of the energy
required for this reorganization change74 the smaller this energy difference, the greater
the expected rate of electron transfer, and possibility of electrocatalytic H2 generation.
Chapter 5 will deal with the electronic effects of the different possible
heteroatoms at the central bridging position in the linker between the sulfurs in the
[FeFe]-hydrogenase active site. The work consists primarily of PES measurements and
DFT calculations with varying atoms substituted at this position. Specific complexes of
interest are (μ-SCH2XCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, where X=CH2, NH, O, tBuN, MeN, shown in
Figure 1.7. The data suggest that in these systems the existence of nitrogen at the bridge
head would lead to the best catalyst, due to the separation of the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) from the rest of the valence metal orbitals, the low onset
energy, as well as its bacisity. A discussion of pertinent reorganization energies will also
be included.
Chapter 6 will expand on the complexes discussed in the previous chapter, with
selenium atoms replacing the sulfur atoms, shown in Figure 1.8. Photoelectron studies
show that this replacement of sulfur with selenium destabilizes the ionizations relative to
the sulfur analogues, as well as lowers the reorganization energy.
The final chapter will be a summary of the major conclusions and future
directions found in each of the chapters.
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Figure 1.8.
A) [μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S][Fe(CO)3]2 and
B) [μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se][Fe(CO)3]2
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL
This chapter describes the research methods used for evaluation of all compounds
examined. Synthetic methods, source of molecules and characterization by infrared
spectroscopy (IR), gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), and computational
methodology will be discussed. Table 2.1 gives the origin and appropriate references to
all compounds prepared. Tabulated information for the photoelectron data, including
sublimation temperatures, energy region, file name and notebook pages are presented in
Table 2.2.
2.1 Preparation of compounds
General methods. Compounds not synthesized as part of this work were either
purchased or received from collaborators as noted in Table 2.1.

The synthetic

collaborators to this work are members of the research groups of Professor Richard S.
Glass and Dr. Dennis L. Lichtenberger, The University of Arizona, as well as Dr.
Wolfgang Weigand, Institut für Anorganische und Analytische Chemie, FriedrichSchiller-Universität Jena, Germany.
All syntheses were performed under argon gas in a Schlenk line or nitrogen gas
using a glove box. [(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2]2 (Fp2) was sublimed before use. All other
reagents and chemicals were used without further purification as received from the
following chemical suppliers: 1,3-propanedithiol, Fe(CO)5, and potassium metal were
purchased from Aldrich; and (η5-C5Me5)Fe(CO)2I (Fp*I) was prepared by Damaras
Chong. THF and toluene were used as received (anhydrous, DriSolv) or dispensed using
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an MBraun Solvent Purification System (EMD Omnisolv, unstabilized) and degassed
using three freeze-pump-thaw cycles or bubbled with argon for 20 minutes prior to use in
synthesis. All solvents for IR were used as received from Aldrich with no further
degassing or drying techniques implemented. IR spectra were collected on a Nicolet 380
FT-IR with the samples in a KBr pellet or mineral oil.
Synthesis of (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H (FpH): FpH was prepared using literature methods
with some modifications.75,76 All of the following were performed in a glove box with
nitrogen atmosphere.

Fp anion was prepared by adding 0.78 g (20 mmol) fresh

potassium to a solution of 3.64 g (20 mmol) of benzophenone in 20 mL of THF and
stirred overnight. The solution went from clear to yellow green to a final dark blue
viscous solution.

To this 3.89 g (11 mmol, 10% excess) Fp dimer was added to the

rapidly stirred solution. An orange solid precipitated out almost instantly. The apparatus
was then sealed with a Schlenk filter and flask and removed from the dry box. THF was
removed under vacuum on the Schlenk line and the orange precipitate was washed three
times with benzene that had been degassed with three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The final
product was 3 g of an orange solid (74% yield), stable under a nitrogen atmosphere for
several months.76
FpH was then prepared in the dry box by adding 4.3 mL of a 2M acetic acid
solution to 1.5 g (8.34 mmol) of the Fp anion. This solution was purified through an
alumina column with pentane yielding a bright yellow solution directly into a Young’s
tube. FpH readily dimerized in solution to Fp2 therefore photoelectron spectroscopic data
collection occurred immediately following synthesis. The Young’s tube was removed
from the dry box, cooled in an ice bath, and pentane was removed in vacuo until a yellow
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oil was left. The Young’s tube was then quickly attached to the PES instrument for data
collection.

Initial data scans were discarded due to the presence of solvent. These

ionizations disappeared shortly after the initial data scans were taken. The ionization
features of this spectrum were compared for validation to that previously reported75,77,78
and matched well.
Synthesis of (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2Cl (FpCl):

FpCl was prepared, purified and

characterized as previously described.79 2.16 g (0.61 mmol) Fp dimer was dissolved in
65 mL of acetone to a 125 mL round bottom flask. A solution of 2.00 g (1.2 mmol)
HBF4 in 10 mL acetone was added to the flask once the Fp dimer had dissolved and
bubbled with oxygen for about 20 minutes. To test for dimer presence the solution was
added drop wise to water, which should yield a clear orange color with no precipitate
when no Fp dimer is present. Once the dimer had been cleaved a 20 mL aqueous solution
containing 2.43 g (0.042 mol) NaCl was added to the reaction vessel and the solution
turned from dark red to an orange-brown color. Acetone was removed in vacuo, the solid
was separated by vacuum filtration and washed with dichloromethane until filtrate was
clear. The filtrate was dried over MgSO4, filtered and concentrated by rotoevaporation.
FpCl was crystallized by adding a small amount of pentane and was put in the freezer
overnight. 0.432 g (2.034 mmol) of a dark red crystalline product was collected (16.7%
yield). IR (KBr, CO stretching, cm-1): 2047 and 2000.
Synthesis of (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2CN (FpCN):

FpCN was prepared from literature

procedures79-81with some modifications. The procedures described in the literature often
yielded the disubstituted cyanide anion product. Because of this some modifications to
the procedures were made to yield the desired FpCN (monocyanide substitution). This
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procedure is similar to that of FpCl, with the exception of using NaCN instead of NaCl
for ligand attachment; it is not until the purification and separation steps that major
changes from literature were made.
2.08 g (0.587 mmol) Fp dimer was dissolved in 65 mL of acetone in a 125 mL
round bottom flask. A solution of 2.1 g (1.2 mmol) HBF4 in10 mL acetone was added to
the flask once the Fp dimer had dissolved and bubbled with oxygen for about 20 minutes.
A 30 mL aqueous solution containing 2.071 g (4.23 mmol) of NaCN was added to the
reaction vessel. The solution turned from dark red to dark brown, which, when allowed to
settle, becomes a clear red solution with dark brown solid. Acetone was removed on the
vacuum line, and the solid was washed with dichloromethane until the filtrate was clear.
The filtrate was then dried over MgSO4 and removed by rotoevaporation, which resulted
in a yellow, powdery solid, which was then dissolved in dichloromethane and petroleum
ether (1:1). Small amounts of pentane was then added causing a yellow solid to crash out
of solution which was separated by vacuum filtration and purified by sublimation, (64%
yield). IR (KBr, CO stretching, cm-1) 2007, 2054, 2120.
Synthesis of (η5-C5Me5)Fe(CO)2CN (Fp*CN):

Fp*CN was prepared following

literature procedures.82 [(η5-C5Me5)Fe(CO)2I ] (Fp*I) (0.125 g, 0.334 mmol) and NaCl
(0.02 g, 0.342 mmol) were dissolved in 12 mL of HPLC grade methanol (dark brown)
and refluxed at 60◦ C for two hours, which yielded an orange solution. Methanol was
removed via rotoevaporation and the product was purified by sublimation (48% yield).
IR (KBr, CO stretches, cm-1) 1973, 2031, 2124.
Synthesis of (μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2: This synthesis was adopted from Dr. Jinzu
Chen, a post-doctoral researcher in the Glass group, it has previously been published.74
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20 mL (0.1 mol) of Fe(CO)5 and 100 mL of degassed toluene were added to a nitrogen
atmosphere flask equipped with stirring and a reflux condenser. 7.5 mL (0.05 mol) of 1,3
propanedithiol was added to the reaction flask and heated until reflux of solvent began.
The reaction flask was removed from heat at signs of initial reflux and allowed to stir for
24 h at room temperature. Reflux was then re-established for a total reaction time of 36 h.
The solvent was removed in vacuo yielding a red/orange product and the IR spectrum
was collected and compared to previously reported literature values69as confirmation of
structure. (33% yield). IR (Mineral Oil, CO stretching, cm-1): 2074 (s), 2034 (s), 2004
(s), 1990 (s), 1980 (s).
2.2 Photoelectron Spectroscopy.
The gas-phase photoelectron spectra were recorded using an instrument that
features a 36 cm hemispherical analyzer (McPherson),83 with custom-designed photon
source, sample cells, detection and control electronics. The techniques used for this
research and repeated here, were developed by others previously, namely John
Hubbard,84 Glen Kellogg,85 Mark Jatcko,86 and Nadine Gruhn.87 Two photon sources
were used for most experiments to help aid in peak assignments, He I (21.218 eV) and He
II (40.814 eV), which were produced using a quartz capillary discharge lamp. The
ionization scale was calibrated using the 2P3/2 ionization of argon (15.759 eV), which is
also used as an internal calibration lock of the absolute ionization energy to control
spectrometer drift throughout the experiment, and the 2E1/2 ionization of methyl iodide
(9.538 eV). In addition the argon 2P3/2 full-width-at-half-maximum was used to measure
instrument resolution.
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One aluminum sample cell was used for all solid samples evaluated, allowing for
heating the sample up to 220°C at pressures around 10-4 Torr. Prior to experiment the
sample cell was cleaned using 2-propanol after disassembly and sonication in water.
Once cleaned, the cell was coated with a graphite based solution (DAG® 154, Acheson)
and baked in the instrument under vacuum, using the heating thermocouple described
below. Temperatures were brought up to, but not exceeding 220 °C, the sublimation
temperature of aluminum at these pressures. Once the cell was cleaned and loaded it was
placed into the instrument under a positive pressure of nitrogen. Sublimation of samples
was achieved under vacuum with a cartridge heater attached directly to the cell and
inserted into the instrument.

Temperatures were monitored using a “K” type

thermocouple passed through vacuum feedthrough and attached directly to the aluminum
ionization cell.

Liquid samples were run from a Young’s tubeTM attached to the

instrument via a t-connection Swage-LockTM using Teflon ferrules and a ring of
ApezionQ ® sealing compound to ensure the desired vacuum pressure.
Because of the electron richness of the iron centers, decomposition of samples
through CO loss was a concern.

The decomposition typically occurred in these

complexes at 80-86◦ C, resulting in a sharp ionization peak at 14.01 eV. For this reason
the Al sample cell was heated slowly (15-20◦ C per hour). When a scan in the pertaining
data region showed ionization structure from the sample the heat was decreased, only
allowing for an increase of around 5-10◦ C per hour. Calibration with the argon 3P3/2
ionization occurred between compounds each data region scan. If the drift was minimal
(< ±0.01 eV), scans were added together, typically three, saved, and followed by
calibration until the experiment was finished or argon drift increased. If the argon drift
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was greater than this value only one scan was collected, followed by calibration, adding
up to but not exceeding, five data region scans before saving the collected data. Saving
of these data region scans was initiated upon ionization feature development and
continued until all the sample had sublimed or a sufficient number of electron counts had
been saved (≥ 2000 He I full, ≥ 5000 He I close, ≥ 600 He II full, ≥ 2000 He II close). A
breakdown of data region scan range is given in Table 2.2 for each complex discussed in
this dissertation.
The valence ionization bands are represented analytically with the best fit of
asymmetric Gaussian peaks, as described in more detail elsewhere.88 The Gaussians are
defined by the position, the amplitude, the half-width for the high-binding-energy side of
the peak, and the half-width for the low-binding-energy side of the peak. A minimum
number of Gaussian peaks are used to model the ionization band contours. The peak
positions and half-widths are reproducible to about ±0.02 eV (~3σ level). The parameters
describing an individual ionization are less certain when two or more peaks are close in
energy and are overlapping. Confidence limits for the relative integrated peak areas are
about 5%, with the primary source of uncertainty being the determination of the baseline
under the peaks. The baseline is caused by electron scattering and is taken to be linear
over the small energy range of these spectra. The total area under a series of overlapping
peaks is known with the same confidence, but the individual peak areas are less certain.
He II spectra are modeled with the same Gaussian peaks (energies and shapes) as
obtained from the analysis of the He I spectra. Only the relative intensities of the
Gaussian peaks are allowed to vary to account for the changes in ionization cross sections
with excitation photon energy.
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In the figures of the photoelectron spectra, the He I data points are represented by
vertical dashes with the length of each dash representing the variance of the electron
counts measured at that ionization energy. The solid line is the best fit of the He I data
with a minimum number of Gaussian peaks to represent the contour of the ionization
intensity. In some cases the width of the solid line is comparable to the variance of the
data and overlays the vertical dashes. The dashed line is a similar representation of the
contour of ionization intensity obtained with the He II photon source, scaled to match the
low ionization energy intensity in the He I spectrum. This allows for visual comparison
of the change in relative intensity at higher ionization energies.
2.3 Computational methodology.
All computations were performed with ADF2006.01b89,90or ADF2006.01d.91 Geometry
optimizations and frequency calculations were carried out using the VWN functional
with the Stoll correction implemented.92 Figures of the optimized geometries were
created with the program Molekel.93All electronic energies reported were calculated
using the OPBE density functional.94Recent comparisons of OPBE to other common
functionals found it to be the best for the prediction of nuclear magnetic constants95and
the only functional to correctly predict the spin states of seven different iron
complexes.58,94 A triple-ζ STO basis set with one polarization function (TZP), which is
available in the ADF package, was used in all calculations. Relativistic effects were taken
into account in all calculations by using the scalar ZORA formalism96 implemented as
part of the ADF2006.01b program. All electronic structures with unpaired spins were
calculated using an unrestricted framework. Only low-spin complexes have been
analyzed. The theoretical stretching frequencies for all species were calculated
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analytically with the same DFT model as that used for the geometry optimization. For
comparison of the calculated gas phase CO frequencies with the experimental solution
frequencies for all compounds, the calculated frequencies were shifted lower by a factor
and scaling indicated in the specific chapter. For visual comparison of the simulated IR
spectrum with the experimental IR spectrum of all compounds, the calculated absorptions
were broadened with a Gaussian function, as in previous work.97 Solvation effects on the
complexes were modeled through the Conductor-like Screening Model (COSMO) of
solvation.98

The solvent parameters implemented were those defined by the

ADF2006.01b program to simulate an acetonitrile solvated environment. ΔSCF
calculations of the ionized states were performed on the optimized geometry of the
neutral molecule. The ΔSCF estimate of the ionization energy is the difference between
the calculated total energy of the ionized state and that of the neutral ground state
molecule. A linear correction was applied for comparison of the calculated and the
observed energies, i.e. the calculated ΔSCF energy estimates of the ionization energies
were shifted by the difference between the observed and the calculated first ionization
energy. Orbital plots were created using the visualization program MOLEKEL99 with a
surface cutoff value of 0.05.
The wave functions obtained from the ADF calculations were interpreted
according to the Hartree-Fock-Roothaan-Mulliken formalism

100,101

as applied to a basis

transformed to the orbitals of the ligand fragments in order to understand the interactions
of the various substituents on d6 metal centers. This method of calculation allows for an
electron population density analysis, instead of an energy analysis, lending further insight
and evaluation of the factors that determine ligand order in the spectrochemical series.
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Table 2.1 Summary of Compounds.
Compound

Starting Material

Ref.

Source

CpFe(CO)2H

[CpFe(CO)2]2

75

This work

CpFe(CO)2Cl

[CpFe(CO)2]2

79

This work

CpFe(CO)2CN

CpFe(CO)2I

84

This work

Cp*Fe(CO)2CN

Cp*Fe(CO)2I

82

This work

Fe2S2(CO)6

Fe(CO)5

102

Benjamin J. Petro

Benzene disulfide
[(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)]-

Aldrich
Fe2S2(CO)6

58

Benjamin J. Petro

Fe(CO)5

74

This work

[Fe(CO)3]2
(μ-S(CH2)3S)[Fe(CO)3]2
(μ-SCH2NHCH2S)-

Dr. Charles Membi

[Fe(CO)3]2
(μ-SCH2OCH2S)-

Dr. Charles Membi

[Fe(CO)3]2
(μ-SCH2MeNCH2S)-

Dr. Charles Membi

[Fe(CO)3]2
(μ-SCH2tButNCH2S)-

Dr. Charles Membi
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[Fe(CO)3]2
[μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se]-

Dr. Weigand

[Fe(CO)3]2
[μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S][Fe(CO)3]2

Laura Whelan
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Sample
CpFe(CO)2H

Tsub
(ºC)
RT

Photon
Sourcea
He I

CpFe(CO)2Cl

38-71

He I

58-92

He II

90-193
109-116
89-102
103-118
90-122
128-138
94-112
94-149
RT

He I

CpFe(CO)2CN

Cp*Fe(CO)2CN

Fe2S2(CO)6

He II
He I
He II
He I
He II

Benzene disulfide

RT

He I
He II

[(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2

28-80
41-84
45-91
54-96

He I
He II

File nameb
TMQ.f*
TMQ.a*
TM02.f*
TM02.a*
TM02.x*
TM02.y*
TM04.f*
TM04.a*
TM04.x*
TM04.y*
TM10.f*
TM10.a*
TM10.x*
TM10.y*
TM13.f*
TM13.a*
TM13.x*
TM13.y*
TM15.f*
TM15.a*
TM15.x*
TM15.y*
TM19.f*
TM19.a*
TM19.x*
TM18.y*

Energy
Range (eV)
15.5-7.0
12.0-7.0
15.7-5.5
12.0-7.0
20.0-5.5
12.0-5.7
15.5-7.5
12.7-7.8
20.0-5.5
12.7-7.8
15.5-7.6
11.6-7.0
20.0-5.5
11.6-7.0
15.7-5.5
11.6-7.6
20.0-5.5
11.6-7.6
15.5-6.0
11.1-7.9
20.5-6.1
11.3-7.9
15.5-6.0
11.7-7
20.0-6.0
11.7-6.9

Cellc

Date Collected

YT
YT
Al

08.01.06

Notebook page
number
48e

04.13.04

15, 21-23d

Al

07.26.04
08.13.04
08.26.04

41-47d
65d
67-68d

Al

05.06.05

4-5e

06.07.05

12-14e

YT

02.15.06

53-59e

YT

04.11.06

73-74e

Al

06.12.06

86-89e
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Tsub
Photon
Energy
Cellc
Date Collected Notebook page
File nameb
(ºC)
Sourcea
Range (eV)
number
(μ-S(CH2)3S)[Fe2(CO)3]2 33-35
He I
TM25.f *
15.5-6.6
Al
07.02.07
139-140e
33-34
TM25.a*
11.6-6.6
39-41
He II
TM25.x*
20.1-6.5
39-42
TM25.y*
11.6-6.6
(μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
44-70
He I
TM32.f*
15.5-5.0
Al
01.17.08
182-184e
58-67
TM32.a*
12.0-6.6
61-66
He II
TM32.x*
20.0-5.0
69-71
TM32.y.f*
12.0-6.6
(μ-SCH2OCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
42-71
He I
TM34.f*
15.5-5.0
Al
1.31.08
192-194e
57-69
TM34.a*
11.0-7.0
65-75
He II
TM34.x*
21.1-5.0
68-72
TM34.y*
11.0-7.0
(μ-SCH2MeNCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
59-66
He I
TM31.f*
15.5-6.0
Al
12.19.07
180-182e
61-67
TM31.a*
11.6-6.6
60-66
He II
TM31.x*
21.1-5.0
60-70
TM31.y*
11.6-6.6
(μ-SCH2tButNCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 62-118
He I
TM30.f*
15.5-6.0
Al
12.18.07
176-178e
78-119
TM30.a*
11.6-6.6
87-95
He II
TM30.x*
21.1-5.0
92-123
TM30.y*
11.6-6.6
[μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se][Fe(CO)3]2
46-106
He I
TM29.f*
15.5-6.3
Al
10.31.07
168-171e
65-107
TM29.a*
10.2-7.0
73-99
He II
TM29.x*
20.0-6.0
74-103
TM29.y*
10.2-7.0
[μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S][Fe(CO)3]2
42-44
He I
TM35.f*
15.5-6.0
Al
05.29.08
194-195e
46-69
TM35.a*
10.6-6.9
59-62
He II
TM35.x*
21.0-6.9
65-73
TM35.y*
10.6-6.0
a: He I: 21.21 eV; He II: 40.8 eV; b: f*: He I full; a*: He I close-up; a*: He II full; x*: He II close-up; y*: c: Al:
Sample
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Aluminum cell; YT: Young’s Tube™, d: Notebook 1, e: Notebook 2, †: Data used for publications (when multiple sets
available).
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CHAPTER 3

COMBINED GAS-PHASE PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY AND
COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES ON CYANIDE AS A LIGAND IN RELATED
(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2X MOLECULES
3.1 Introduction
The reason for the unusual presence of cyanide and carbonyl ligands in the active
sites of all hydrogenase enzymes has been a source of speculation since their discovery.
One hypothesis of why they are found in this enzyme’s active site is that these strong
field ligands help to stabilize low oxidation states and the low spin configuration of the
iron centers.70 These cyanide and carbonyl ligands are isoelectronic, are considered
strong field ligands in the literature, and are placed together in the spectrochemical series.
This chapter uses photoelectron spectroscopy and various calculations focusing on
cyanide’s π-acceptor and donor capabilities. The main objective is to determine why
cyanide is considered a strong field ligand and roughly equivalent to carbonyl in the
spectrochemical series, shown in Figure 3.1 for some common ligands. The studies
presented in this chapter are using [NiFe]-active site model compounds developed by
Marcetta Y. Darensbourg at Texas A&M University, shown in Figure 3.2.
The [NiFe]- hydrogenase structure has been determined by x-ray crystallography,
the first solved being from Desulfovibrio gigas28,103and Chromatium vinosum104 (Figure
3.2).
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I- < Br- < S2- < SCN- < Cl- < N3-, F- < urea, OH- < ox, O2- < H2O < NCS- < py, NH3 < en <
bpy, phen, < NO2- < CH3-, C6H5- < CN- <CO
Figure 3.1: The spectrochemical series for common ligands.
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Figure 3.2: H-cluster of [NiFe]-hydrogenase and model compound developed by
Marcetta Y. Darensbourg
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The model compound, first studied in conjunction with [NiFe]-hydrogenase by
Darensbourg, was evaluated using infrared spectroscopy to study the bonding effects of
these interesting ligands at the iron center, as well as to probe various states of the
enzyme in the catalytic cycle. The general moiety of this model system is [(η5C5H5)Fe(CO)(CN)2]-. 73
These so-called “piano-stool” complexes maintain a near octahedral geometry.
The cyclopentadienyl (Cp) ligand occupies three coordination sites mimicking the
bridging groups joining the two metal centers and the electron count at the iron is
maintained. This, in conjunction with the presence of carbonyl and cyanide ligands,
satisfies some basic requirements of model systems for this enzyme class. The crystal
structures of the enzyme’s active site and the model compound show near identical
geometry both in bond angles and distances.

In addition, they have near identical

carbonyl and cyanide stretching frequencies, which indicates that the electron richness at
the metal center is similar. These experimental observations indicate that this model
system is a viable way to study substituent effects in these enzymes.73
Here, these vibrational studies have been extended to electronic structural studies
using Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES), which allows for separation between σ and π
effects in order to understand the ligand nature of cyanide in related systems.77 This
technique also allows for quantification of back-bonding to different ligands in the
system; which allows for energy comparisons to be made in back-bonding between
ligands on both extremes of the spectrochemical series.77 In order to strengthen and
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expand on the conclusions made through the photoelectron experiments computational
studies were performed.
Cyanide is not just an unusual ligand in nature, but seems to be a ligand that is not
well understood.

This ligand is known and accepted to be a strong σ-donor;105-107

however, the importance of cyanide’s π-bonding and back-bonding capabilities, helping
to stabilize a complex, have been contradicted in the literature, as illustrated in the
following quotes. “Since CN- is a strong nucleophile, π-bonding need not be invoked to
explain the stability of complexes…”108 “Metal-CN π-bonding is of importance in the
stability of cyanide complexes….”105 “CN- is a strong σ donor so that back-bonding does
not have to be invoked to explain the stability of its complexes with metals in normal
oxidation states.”105 ”The crystal field splitting produced by the strong field CN- ligand is
about double that for weak field ligands like the halide ions. This is attributed to πbonding in which the metal donates electrons from a filled t2g orbital into a vacant orbital
on the ligand.”109 “CN- is more donor than acceptor…”110 “Diatomic species like CNand CO are recognized by coordination chemists as π-acceptor ligands because of their
behavior in the formation of complexes with transition metals…”110 “CN- and NC- are
pure σ-donors.”106 “CN- is an efficient π-bonding ligand… A good chemical evidence
for the π-bonding is the stabilization of low oxidation states of transition metal ions by
cyanide ion.”111
There has also been evidence that cyanide changes these donor/acceptor
capabilities depending on the nature of the metal center and the general environment the
complex is in. “…cyanide appears to be a function of both σ-donor and π-acceptor
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abilities which vary according to the total intramolecular environment.”107 “...cyanide
displays considerable changes in both its σ- and π-orbital contributions and its bonding
characteristics are dependent upon the total molecular environment.”107 However, a
discrepancy in the literature exists here as well; “…CO is a better π-acceptor than CN-,
and concomitantly, is more sensitive to electronic environment changes occurring at the
metal center.”112These contradictions have led to the studies presented here.
Studies on a series of complexes related to the model system by Darensbourg
have been extended here.

These related systems are (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2X (FpX)

compounds, where X = H-, Cl-, or CN- and have been studied previously by others.77,81,113
As mentioned, cyanide is not well understood and the conflicting information leads to the
following questions: 1) What is the π-accepting ability of cyanide? 2) What is the πdonating ability of cyanide? 3) Do the electronic properties of the metal-cyanide
interaction change as the electron density around the metal changes? 4) Why is cyanide a
very strong field ligand in the spectrochemical series? 5) What possible role may CNligands play in hydrogenases?

Photoelectron spectroscopy and computational studies,

both density functional theory and wavefunction analyses, were used to investigate these
systems to help answer these questions.
3.2 Experimental
Sample preparation. A detailed account of the synthesis and characterization
procedures can be found in Chapter 2, with corresponding references included in Table
2.1.
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Photoelectron Data Collection and Analysis. Photoelectron spectra were
recorded and analyzed as described in Chapter 2. Table 2.2 shows the sublimation
temperatures and related information for each compound. All compounds sublimed
cleanly, with no signs of decomposition with the exception of FpH, which rapidly
dimerizes back to Fp dimer, the starting material, and molecular hydrogen.114-116 These
compounds do not sublime at the same temperature; therefore, no evidence of Fp dimer is
seen in the FpH spectrum, which was recorded immediately following synthesis in order
to maximize the FpH data collection time.
Computational methodology. Computations were performed as described in
Chapter 2.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Photoelectron studies of FpH, FpCl, FpCN, and
Fp*CN have been performed in order to compare cyanide as a ligand with carbonyl, a
strong field ligand, and chloride, a weak field ligand, and an increase in electron density
at the metal center is achieved through the pentametylation of the Cp (Cp*) ligand. FpH
acts as a benchmark measurement for a ligand that has no π-interaction with the metal
center.
The valence photoelectron spectra of FpH, FpCl, FpCN, and Fp*CN will be
introduced here followed by a detailed description of the ionization features and trends.
The vertical ionization energies, half widths and an orbital description for the valence
ionizations

of

the

molecules

under

study

are

given

in

Table

3.1.
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Table 3.1: Fit parameters and General Assignments and Labels of photoelectron data.
All energies are in eV.
Half Widths
Compound

FpH

FpCl

FpCN

Fp*CN

Position

High

Low

Label

7.99
8.20
8.78

0.60
0.60
0.58

0.36
0.36
0.31

M1
M2
M3

Orbital
Description
dxz
dyz
dx2-y2

9.83

0.62

0.33

Cp

Cp ring e set

10.18
10.42
7.94

0.62
1.11
0.40

0.33
0.54
0.31

Cp
σ(Fe-H)
M1

Sigma bond
dxz

8.32

0.46

0.27

M2

dyz

8.91

0.53

0.32

M3

dx2-y2

9.86

0.41

0.28

Cl lp

Cl lone pair

10.11

0.27

0.23

Cl lp

Cl lone pair

10.48

0.48

0.39

Cp

Cp

10.87

0.63

0.37

σ(Fe-Cl)

Sigma bond

8.53

0.30

0.30

M1

dxz

8.82

0.48

0.24

M2

dyz

9.28

0.57

0.25

M3

dx2-y2

10.30

0.85

0.29

Cp π

Cp

10.86

0.49

0.26

CN π

Pi bond

11.29
7.82
8.10

0.61
0.28
0.58

0.27
0.28
0.36

σ(M-CN)
M1
M2

Sigma bond
dxz
dyz

8.60

0.46

0.28

M3

dx2-y2

9.29

0.32

0.32

Cp

Cp ring e set

9.59

0.42

0.38

Cp

10.44

0.44

0.24

CN π

Pi bond

10.72

0.87

0.22

σ(M-CN)

Sigma bond
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Before discussing the photoelectron spectra, an overview of the information
content from the ionizations of molecules of this type is in order.

Photoelectron

spectroscopy allows for determination of the electronic structure of atoms and molecules
by probing the energies and of valence electrons. The configuration of the valence
electrons, related energies, and energy differences are probed using variable energy
photons.117 Photoelectron spectroscopy is also a powerful technique for analyzing both
charge and overlap effects in different systems. The extent of back-bonding between a
series of ligands, and the separation between σ and π bonding effects are identifiable and
quantifiable by comparing the splitting patterns seen in various spectra of related
complexes.
Evaluation of relative π-backbonding in metal systems. In analyzing a low spin d6
octahedral complex, in this example Mo(CO)6, one ionization band corresponding to the
t2g (dxy, dxz, and dyz) set of orbitals is formed, shown in Figure 3.3. The observation of a
single ionization band shows that all three d orbitals are stabilized to the same extent by
back-bonding from molybdenum to the carbonyl ligands in this complex. By symmetry,
each d orbital of the t2g set is stabilized by backbonding to four carbonyl π* orbitals.
When this symmetry is lowered to C2v as in the Mo(CO)4(P(CH3)2)2 case, also shown in
Figure 3.3, this band broadens and can be fit with two Gaussians in a 2:1 peak intensity
ratio. The degeneracy of the t2g has been lifted,118,119 and this band broadening indicates
the energy between these valence levels is small, but present. Further, the ratio of peak
intensities is proportional to the number of carbonyls to which the metal orbitals are
back-bonding.
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Figure 3.3: Evaluation of π back bonding in metal systems through
photoelectron spectroscopy.
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If the coordinate system is defined so the z axis is vertical with x perpendicular to it
(Figure 3.3), the dxy orbital now back-bonds with two carbonyl ligands and the dxz and dyz
each back-bond to three; the differences in height between the two fit Gaussians in the
first broad ionization feature shown in Figure 3.3 is due to this difference in backbonding between these metal orbitals.
Quantifying π interactions in a series of related complexes
The π interaction of a ligand with a metal can be measured using photoelectron
spectroscopy in series of related compounds.

For the purposes of this study the

compound, CpMn(CO)3,11877 is used to assign ionizations related to the Cp ring and
metal-based orbitals.

In comparison to the Mo(CO)6 complex, a pseudo-octahedral

geometry is maintained as is the d6 electron count, but, due to the addition of the electron
donating Cp ligand, the metal is more electron-rich which is evident by the
destabilization of the first ionization band in the spectrum, Figure 3.4.
Substitution of the Cp ligand in place of three carbonyl groups allows for
assignment of the ionizations that correspond to the Cp ligand versus the metal and are
labeled as such. The symmetry has now been lowered, formally to Cs; however, in the
interest of discussion, the symmetry can be thought of as C3v. This symmetry argument
can be made for this complex due to the fact that the e set of orbitals from the Cp ligand
can overlap with the e set of orbitals from the Mn(CO)3 fragment.118 Further, three of the
carbonyl ligands have been replaced with a ligand (Cp) which does not have backbonding interactions with the metal. These two factors cause the degeneracy to be lifted
resulting in broadening of the metal band relative to the octahedral, Mo(CO)6 complex.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the d6 metal complexes A) Mo(CO)6 and B) CpMn(CO)3
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This broadening indicates the energy separation between these valence levels exists, but
is minimal.
Relative bonding capabilities of these ligands to the metal can be determined
based on the amount of separation between the metal bands and shifts in ionizations,
which are measures of energy for relative bonding effects. If the symmetry is lowered
further by replacing one of the carbonyl ligands with a non-π-interacting ligand, such as
hydride, the energy shift of the metal orbitals due to π interaction can be quantified and
compared. To maintain the d6 electron count of the metal center, substitution of Mn by
Fe, to form CpFe(CO)2H (FpH), allows for this analysis.
In addition to using the complexes above to assign certain ionization bands in the
complexes discussed in this chapter, comparison of relative peak intensities from the He I
and He II spectra, theoretical calculations (discussed in the next section), and previous
literature reports, assist in the assignment of these more complex compounds. The
comparison between He I and He II spectra provides insight into the atomic character
associated with each band. Theoretical partial photoionization cross-sections predict that,
when going from the He I to He II photon source, the probability of ionization from an
iron 3d orbital increases by almost a factor of two, carbon 2p based ionizations decrease
by around a factor of three, nitrogen 2p decreases by a factor of two and Cl decreases by
around a factor of 22.72,117,120
3.4 Assignment of spectra
FpH. The photoelectron spectra is shown in Figure 3.5. The ionizations from about 7.5
to 9.5 eV in the FpH He I spectrum are predominantly Fe 3d character followed by one
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broad ionization feature containing both Cp character and the M-H σ bond between about
9.5 and 11.5 eV. For this d6 system, with the z axis as vertical and x perpendicular to it
as in Figure 3.3, the first and second metal based orbitals (M1 and M2) correspond to the
dxy and dxz orbitals, each back-bonding to one carbonyl ligand while third metal orbital
(M3) back-bonds to both.75,77,81 The energy difference between the average position of
M1 and M2 ionizations and the M3 ionizations is a measure of the net energy shift
provided by the π and π* orbitals of a CO ligand, Equation 3.1. This difference is +0.69
eV for this molecule, showing that the net π and π* interaction of CO is strongly
dominated back-bonding to the CO π* orbitals, resulting in a net stabilization of 0.69 eV
in the ionization. It is emphasized here that this is an energy measure of the effect of
back-bonding to CO, rather than an electron density measure of the population of the CO
π* orbitals through back-bonding. The electron density transferred by back-bonding will
be discussed later. However, it is the energy measure of the interaction that is most
important to the physical and chemical thermodynamic properties of the molecules.
Ionizations in the region of 12-16 eV correspond to C-C, C-H bonds, and
carbonyl 5σ and 1π interactions.

This part of the spectrum provides little information

due to the abundance of ionizations which fall into this region; because of this, only
close-up spectra of the valence ionizations between ~7.50-12.00 eV have been included
for detailed evaluation and discussion for all complexes, shown in Figure 3.5.
The first Gaussian fit in the region around 10 eV corresponds to ionizations from
the Cp e1’’-based orbital, which has been discussed in detail elsewhere,121 while the rest
of this band corresponds to the σ(M-H) based orbital. The relative Gaussian peak heights
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⎛ M1 − M 2 ⎞
M3 − ⎜
⎟ = stabilization due to
2
⎠
⎝
CO back-bonding

Equation 3.1: The energy splitting between the average
position of the first two metal based ionizations (M1 and M2)
from the third metal based orbital (M3), which gives a
quantitative measure of back-bonding.
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Figure 3.5: He I of FpH. Arrows indicate calculated vertical and adiabatic
ionizations.
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indicate this type of bonding. The Cp ionization is distinctive and falls in the same
relative region of the spectrum as in the CpMn(CO)3 case. This similarity aids in its
ionization assignment for all the molecules in this series. The photoelectron spectra of the
complexes described in the previous section, Mo(CO)6 and CpMn(CO)3, were used in the
assignment of ionizations for the series of molecules described here. Previous reports of
this spectrum in the literature were also used when assigning these spectra.77 Equation 3.2
gives the change in energy due to the π-type interaction of the ligand with the Fp
fragment (∆Es).77,122 The 0.69 eV value in this equation is the energy splitting between
the average position of M1 and M2 from M3 (Equation 3.1) for FpH. Because hydride
has no π-interaction, this is the benchmark difference for the extent of π-back-bonding the
cyanide and chloride ligands.

The difference in energy between these bands with

substitution for hydride will decrease with π-acceptor ligands and increase with π-donor
ligands. More specifically, if this ∆Es value is negative the ligand is predominantly a πacceptor, if positive then a π-donor. In general, if a negative potential on the metal atom
is created through bonding the metal orbitals will shift to a lower ionization (IE) energy
and a higher IE if the ligand substitution creates a positive potential on the metal. These
ionization shifts are also an effect of orbital overlap interactions and can be quantified, as
shown, by Equations 3.1 and 3.2.77
FpCl. Due to the pseudohalogen nature of cyanide119,123 and its closeness in size and
charge to the chloride ion , FpCl was run as a comparison molecule. In addition, the πaccepting, strong field carbonyl ligand can be compared to the π-donating, weak field
chloride ligand. As in the compounds discussed thus far, the first ionization features
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ΔE

S

M2 + M1 ⎞
⎛
= ⎜ M3 ⎟ − 0.69
2
⎝
⎠

Equation 3.2: The difference in this average splitting value from FpH gives
a general measure of the net π type interaction of the ligand with the CpFe(CO)2
fragment.
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correspond to the Fe 3d based orbitals. This can be seen in the comparison between the
He I and He II data, shown in Figure 3.6. For this complex the splitting is quite evident;
the first metal-based ionization feature is now clearly split into the M1 and M2 bands
discussed above. This is may be due in part to the filled-filled π-interaction between the
chloride and the metal. Also to be noted is a slight destabilization to lower ionization
energy indicating that chloride is a better donor than hydride or cyanide (discussed
below). As in FpH, the Cp and, in this case, M-Cl σ bond fall in the region between 9.5 –
12 eV.

For this complex the Fe-Cl π ionizations fall in the lower energy region just

below that of the Cp ring e1’’ set. This assignment matches literature77 but also follows
from the He I to the He II spectra, increasing for metal based orbitals and decreasing in
the chloride π ionizations going from the He I to He II photon source. The most
stabilized ionization in this region has been assigned to the σ(M-Cl) bond and is labeled
as such.77,81,118 The energy splitting between the average positions of the metal based
orbitals according to equation 3.2 is now calculated to be 0.78 eV, giving a ∆Es of +0.09
eV, indicting that chloride is predominantly a π-donor.
FpCN. The FpCN spectrum, shown in Figure 3.7, now shows some variation from the
others discussed up to this point. Most visually notable is the strong, sharp ionization
feature corresponding to the cyanide π orbitals, falling at 10.9 eV.81 The first three
ionizations are again due to the Fe 3d orbitals, and as in the FpH case, the first two metal
bands are now closer in energy than in FpCl, and are therefore less resolved. These metal
ionization bands are more stable than for the preceding two complexes, which indicates
that cyanide is not as good of a donor as hydride and chloride in these systems. The
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Ionization Energy (eV)
Figure 3.6: He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) of FpCl.
Arrows indicate calculated vertical and adiabatic ionizations.
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Figure 3.7: He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) of FpCN. Arrows indicate
calculated vertical and adiabatic ionizations.
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assignments for the Cp e1’’ set of ionizations and that which corresponds to the to the
σ(M-CN) bond fall in the same relative positions to each other as in the hydride and
chloride case, however they now sandwich the CN π band. The energy splitting between
the average positions of the metal based orbitals is now calculated to be 0.64 eV, a ∆Es of
-0.05 eV, indicting that cyanide is on balance a π-acceptor, but not much different from
hydride in terms of the splitting.
Fp*CN. The effect of pentamethylating the Cp ligand in the Fp*CN complex causes the
Fe to be more electron rich. This can clearly be seen in the spectrum, shown in Figure
3.8, as the Cp* π ionizations have now been destabilized by 0.86 eV. Again, the first
three bands correspond to the predominately metal-based orbitals, followed by the Cp* π
ionizations. This shift confirms the assignment of the Cp* ionizations. The most stable
ionizations correspond to the CN π and σ (M-CN) bond. These assignments have been
made based on the preceding molecules and previous literature reports81 of these
complexes, as well as the He II data comparison. The energy splitting between the
average positions of the metal based orbitals is now calculated to be 0.55 eV giving a ∆Es
of -0.14 eV, indicting again that cyanide is predominantly a π-acceptor as in the FpCN
complex but to a greater degree. This indicates that cyanide may become a better πacceptor as the electron density around the metal increases.

Figures 3.9 and 3.10

illustrate these splitting differences.
One important point to note is that the M3 orbital measures the total charge
potential created at the metal center, which is the synergistic effect of the σ and π orbitals.
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Figure 3.8: He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) of Fp*CN. Arrows
indicate calculated vertical and adiabatic ionizations.
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Figure 3.9: He I photoelectron spectrum of (A) FpH, (B) FpCN,
and (C) FpCl
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Ionization Energy (eV)
Figure 3.10: He I Photoelectron Spectrum of (A) FpCN and (B)
Fp*CN
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For this reason constructing direct conclusions based on the separation of this metal band
from the average distance of the M1 and M2 orbitals may be an underestimation of the
electronic structural situation in these complexes. Considerations on the π donor effect of
the cyanide, and whether the M3 orbital is purely delta with the ligand, or if π effects are
also felt in this metal orbital, have not yet been applied.
Computational Results.
Comparison of computational with experimental data.

In order to gain

understanding about the nature of the metal-ligand bonding interaction occurring in these
metal complexes density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been utilized to
provide additional insight into the electronic structure interactions of this bonding. In
order to assess the computational accountability of geometric and electronic structure,
comparison with experiment is necessary. The ability of a computation to predict the
geometry of a neutral molecule can be determined through comparison with reported
crystal structures. Similarity of IR data with frequency calculations validates a
computational method’s ability to account for the vibrational distortions that result, but
experimental techniques which allow for a direct comparison between electronic and
geometric structural changes are limited. Because photoelectron spectroscopy is a direct
measure of the energy for formation of the cation in the gas phase, adiabatic energy
comparisons can be made to confirm that a computational method is accounting
geometric and electronic structural changes associated with oxidation.
Using DFT calculations, the geometry optimized structures of neutral FpCl,
FpCN, and Fp*CN have been determined and compared to their respective
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crystallographic structures;112,124 Tables 3.2-3.4 show this comparison, which overall is in
reasonably good agreement with each other. The bond distances differ by 0.04 – 0.01 Å
and 1-3◦ for all bond angles. Due to its instability no crystal structure of FpH is available
for comparison.
Carbonyl and cyanide stretching frequencies have been compared to validate the
computations’ ability to account for the vibrational distortions. Table 3.5 shows the
experimental versus computed carbonyl and cyanide stretching frequencies, in cm-1, for
all the FpX compounds. These data are in excellent agreement with each other and no
scaling was performed; the largest deviation from experiment is 8 cm-1. The intensities,
are also in good agreement with each other (not shown).
Finally, adiabatic and vertical ionization energies were compared to validate the
computations ability to account for energies and structures associated with oxidation and
reduction.

These calculated values are indicated as arrows on the respective

photoelectron spectra (Figures 3.5-3.8). Again, good agreement was found indicating the
computational analysis on metal-ligand bonding will provide accurate insight on this
interaction in these systems.
Kohn-Sham orbital plots. Contour plots for M1-M3 for all FpX compounds are shown
in Figures 3.11-3.14. Overall they are in excellent agreement with the photoelectron data
assignments.

One aspect of these complexes that was not discernable from the

photoelectron data is the amount of ligand character that exists in these orbitals.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of bond angles and lengths of crystallographic
structure of FpCl to DFT calculations

Bonda/Angleb

X-Ray124

Stoll gasc

Fe-CO (average)

1.771

1.754

Fe-Cp (average)

2.069

2.112

Fe-Cl

2.288

2.279

C-O (average)

1.124

1.157

C-Fe-Cl

91.5

90.1

OC-Fe-CO

94.0

94.8

176.7

178.2

Fe-C-O (average)

a: Å
b: degrees
c: LDA VWN Stoll TZP ZORA gas phase optimized geometry
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Table 3.3: Comparison of bond angles and lengths of crystallographic
structure of FpCN to DFT calculations

Bonda/Angleb
CO-Fe-CO
CN-Fe-CO
(average)

X-Ray112

Stoll gasc
94.6

93.3

91.5

89.8

Fe-CO (average)

1.779

1.755

Fe-CN

1.933

1.887

Fe-Cp (average)

2.089

2.114

Fe-C-O (average)

178.7

178.8

Fe-C-N

179.4

179.7

a: Å
b: degrees
c: LDA VWN Stoll TZP ZORA gas phase optimized geometry
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Table 3.4: Comparison of bond angles and lengths of crystallographic
structure of Fp*CN to DFT calculations

Bonda/Angleb

X-Ray112

Stoll gasc

CO-Fe-CO

94.6

96.8

CO-Fe-CN
CO-Fe-CN
(average)

92.5

91.3

92.2

92.1

Fe-CN

1.909

1.891

Fe-CO (average)

1.774

1.756

Fe-Cp* (average)

2.105

2.117

Fe-C-O (average)

178.1

176.5

Fe-C-N

178.1

176.3

a: Å
b: degrees
c: LDA VWN Stoll TZP ZORA gas phase optimized geometry
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Table 3.5: Comparison of experimental and DFT calculated υCO stretching
frequencies (cm-1)

Compound

FpH

114

Experimentala

Computationalb

1967

1975

2023

2015

2000

1997

2046

2043

2004

2003

2046

2047

2128

2136

2000

1997

2046

2043

2128

2124

FpCl

FpCN

Fp*CN

a: cm-1
b: cm-1; See Chapter 2 for computational details
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HOMO

HOMO -1

HOMO -2

Figure 3.11: Orbital contour plots of the valence
molecular orbitals of (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H
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HOMO

HOMO -1

HOMO -2

Figure 3.12: Orbital contour plots of the valence molecular
orbitals of (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2Cl
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HOMO

HOMO -1

HOMO -2

Figure 3.13: Orbital contour plots of the valence molecular orbitals of
(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2CN
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HOMO

HOMO -1

HOMO -2

Figure 3.14: Orbital contour plots of the valence (M1 – M3)
orbitals
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Although for all complexes these orbitals are predominantly of metal character chloride
p, and cyanide π character, anti-bonding with respect to the metal center, is also present
in the three valence orbitals as is some carbonyl back-bonding density which can be seen
in these plots.
For FpH, π symmetry is seen in the HOMO and HOMO-1 with respect to the H,
while the HOMO-2 is mostly delta symmetry. FpCl is calculated to have 18% chloride
with 48% Fe d orbital character. Mixing between the chloride and iron is present in the
HOMO-2, not present with the hydrogen in FpH. The cyanide π bond is emphasized in
the HOMO and HOMO-1 of FpCN, opposed to the π* as in the chloride case. The
HOMO-2 for FpCN shows CN character, calculated to be 30% of the molecular orbital
character. Further assessment of the effect of this on the energies is needed.
Kohn-Sham orbital energies. The calculated ionization energies of the global minimum
neutral structures are compared to the experimental vertical ionization energies in Table
3.6. The calculated values have been scaled by shifting the Kohn-Sham orbitals to match
the first experimental ionization energy. In general, the agreement is quite good;
however, for all complexes the difference between M3 and the average of M1 and M2
(Equation 3.1) is overestimated. This overestimation is minimal for FpCN (0.03 eV) and
Fp*CN (0.01 eV) but rather large for both FpH (0.10 eV) and FpCl (0.27) eV. The
energy of stabilization (∆Es, Equation 3.2) is also overestimated for all complexes; the
difference is 0.14 eV for FpCl and around 0.10 eV for both FpCN and Fp*CN. However,
the general trends observed experimentally are consistent with these calculations; that is
to say, chloride is donor ligand, whereas CN- is a weak π-acceptor. It becomes a greater
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Table 3.6a. Experimental and calculated ionization
energies for FpH and FpCl
FpH

I.E. (eV)

Label

Kohn-Sham
Orbital
Energy (eV)

Shifted
Kohn-Sham
Orbital
Energy
(eV)a

7.99

M1 (dxy)

-5.33

7.99

8.20

M2 (dyz)

-5.51

8.17

8.78

M3 (dx2-y2)

-6.21

8.87

Kohn-Sham
Orbital
Energy (eV)

Shifted
Kohn-Sham
Orbital
Energy (eV)

FpCl
I.E. (eV)

Label

7.94

M1 (dxy)

-5.16

7.94

8.32

M2 (dyz)

-5.45

8.23

8.91

M3 (dx2-y2)

-6.34

9.12

a: Values are normalized to first ionization.
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Table 3.6b. Experimental and calculated ionization
energies for FpCN and Fp*CN
FpCN

I.E. (eV)

Label

Kohn-Sham
Orbital
Energy (eV)

Shifted
Kohn-Sham
Orbital
Energy
(eV)a

8.53

M1 (dxy)

-5.87

8.53

8.82

M2 (dyz)

-6.12

8.78

9.28

M3 (dx2-y2)

-6.66

9.32

Kohn-Sham
Orbital
Energy (eV)

Shifted
Kohn-Sham
Orbital
Energy (eV)

FpCN
I.E. (eV)

Label

7.82

M1 (dxy)

-5.27

7.82

8.10

M2 (dyz)

-5.54

8.08

8.60

M3 (dx2-y2)

-5.97

8.51

a: Values are normalized to first ionization.
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π-acceptor with the pentamethylation of the Cp ring. Table 3.7 shows the comparison of
these values between experiment and computational analysis.
Wavefunction Analysis. Because the M3 orbital is affected by a combination of both σ
and π bonding the ∆Es value calculated from the photoelectron spectra data may not be a
quantitative measure of π-bonding alone.

The DFT model and photoelectron

spectroscopy are both analyzing the energies of the M3 orbital as a function of the
synergistic bonding which is occurring. In order to evaluate and compare the electron
populations of orbitals in these systems further analysis is needed.
For this reason the wave functions obtained from the ADF calculations were
interpreted according to the Hartree-Fock-Roothaan-Mulliken formalism100,101 applied to
a basis transformed to the orbitals of the ligand fragments in order to understand the
interactions of the various substituents on d6 metal centers, and to evaluate the factors
that determine the ligand order in the spectrochemical series.
The FpX series of compound fragments evaluated for ligand evaluation were
CpFe(CO)2+ and X =H-, Cl-, CN-; for carbonyl evaluation the fragments used were
CpFe(CO)X and CO.

Table 3.8 summarizes the values obtained for total electron

donation from occupied orbitals and acceptance into empty orbitals by each fragment.
In these systems the donating and accepting properties of carbonyl remains
roughly the same in all systems, being a slightly better donator than acceptor. Cyanide
shows the same trend of being a better donor than acceptor; however, it is predicted by
HFRM to be a much stronger donor than acceptor with no fluctuation in either of these
properties between the FpCN and Fp*CN systems.
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Table 3.7: Experimental and computational metal splitting and ∆Es values
obtained for FpX complexes.
Experimentala
(eV)

Computationalb
(eV)

Compound
M3-M2+M1
2

∆Es

M3-M2+M1
2

∆Es

FpH

0.69

NA

0.79

NA

FpCl

0.78

0.09

1.05

0.25

FpCN

0.64

-0.05

0.67

-0.12

Fp*CN

0.55

-0.14

0.56

-0.23

a: Values obtained through photoelectron spectroscopic results
b: Computational method described in Chapter 2.
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Table 3.8:
complexes

Electron donation and acceptance from various fragments of the FpX

Compound

Fragment

Acceptance
(total electrons)

Donation
(total electrons)

FpH

H

0.024

0.986

FpH

CO

0.226

0.516

FpCl

Cl

0.001

0.581

FpCl

CO

0.203

0.512

FpCN

CN

0.047

0.780

FpCN

CO

0.200

0.524

Fp*CN

CN

0.050

0.760

Fp*CN

CO

0.216

0.524
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Figures 3.15-3.18 show the effect of the overall donating abilities these various ligands
have on the M3 orbital.

These figures show the same relative effects seen in the

photoelectron data. That is to say that the shift in energy of the M3 complex orbital that
results when substituting hydride for chloride, cyanide, and the pentamethylation of the
Cp ring, increases relative to the fragment orbitals indicating the overall donating effects
of these substitutions on this metal band.
Through use of Equations 3.1 and 3.2 for evaluation of this interaction, both through
PES and DFT data, cyanide becomes more of a π-acceptor in Fp*CN than in FpCN.
However, the HFRM data indicate that with this electron density increase at the iron there
is no change in this property between complexes. One main reason for this discrepancy
could be because the M3 orbital is experiencing more overall donation due to the added
methyl groups on the Cp ring destabilizing it through a synergistic interaction. This
would create a larger negative value for the ∆Es relative to hydride but is not necessarily
indicative of cyanide’s ability to tune it’s π-acceptor properties. It is expected that the
DFT calculations would give similar results to the photoelectron data via these equations
because they have shown to account well for geometric and electronic structural changes
which occur based on the comparisons made above.
Spectrochemical series. In order to assess why cyanide is placed as roughly equivalent
to carbonyl as a strong field ligand in the spectrochemical series the octahedral
complexes, Cr(CO)6, [Co(CN)6]3-, and [Co(Cl)6]3- underwent fragment evaluation. The
symmetry of these complexes and resulting t2g/eg crystal field splitting of the metal d
orbitals makes the fragment analysis calculations a direct way to address this question.
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Figure 3.15: Molecular orbital diagram of M1-M3 and π contributions from CpFe(CO)2+
and H- fragments.
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Figure 3.16: Molecular orbital diagram of M1-M3 and π contributions from CpFe(CO)2+
and Cl- fragments.
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Figure 3.17: Molecular orbital diagram of M1-M3 and π contributions from CpFe(CO)2+
and CN- fragments.
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Fp*CN
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Figure 3.18: Molecular orbital diagram of M1-M3 and π contributions from
Cp*Fe(CO)2+ and CN- fragments
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Part of what determines a ligand’s placement in the spectrochemical series is
based on σ- and π-donating properties. Strong σ-donors result in the destabilization of the
eg molecular orbital set, whereas t2g orbitals are destabilized by π-donor ligands. In
addition to the effect of these donating properties the extent of π back bonding also
affects the t2g orbital energies; the electron density that can be removed by a ligand from
the compounds t2g molecular orbital set, results in their stability. The question being
addressed in the HFRM calculations for these complexes is what the σ-donating, πdonating, and π back bonding properties are of these three different ligands relative to
each other and, based on this, can cyanide’s placement as a strong field ligand in the
spectrochemical series be explained.
The HFRM calculations reveal some interesting results. The calculations indicate
that the π interactions on the t2g orbital are significant, but not dominant in determining
the t2g/eg splitting. For the t2g orbitals the carbonyl ligand is primarily stabilizing, and
chloride and cyanide are about equally destabilizing. What was unexpected in the HFRM
results is that the dominating factor in the ∆o is the destabilization of the ligand σ orbital
with the metal. Carbonyl has a well-directed 5σ orbital, combined with the size of the Cr
atom and low oxidation state, which creates a large overlap. Chloride does not hybridize
its p orbital for better overlap with the metal, and has a longer bond distance, so has a
very weak effect. Cyanide is intermediate in overlap, but the 5σ orbital is less stable than
the others and therefore closer in energy to push the eg orbital up in energy. This result is
shown pictorially in Figure 3.19. It is clear from this figure that the σ orbital in these
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Cr(CO)6

[Co(CN)6]3-

[Co(Cl)6]3-

Figure 3.19: Filled eg orbital for chloride, cyanide, and carbonyl.
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three compounds is well directed but bigger, creating greater overlap, hence a more
destabilizing effect of the eg orbital increasing from chloride to cyanide to carbonyl.
Figure 3.20 shows a combination of all these results in a molecular orbital
diagram. Here, the t2g orbitals of the metal in the crystal field have been aligned, before
orbital overlap interactions, at the same energy. It is clear in this diagram that the
dominating factor in the crystal field splitting of these three compounds is with the
destabilization of the eg orbitals. Further, cyanide, in [Co(CN)6]3- has about 20-25% of
the acceptor ability of CO in the Cr(CO)6 complex in terms of number of electrons. Table
3.9 summarizes the 2π* (t2g) acceptance, 5σ (eg) donation and ∆o values for each of these
systems.
3.5 Conclusions
The combination of photoelectron spectroscopy and DFT calculations is an
effective way to validate the effectiveness of the computational ability to handle the
geometric and electronic changes that result in the FpX compounds. The results of these
two techniques are measurements of energy and are based off of the fact, from molecular
symmetry, that the first two metal bands (M1 and M2) back-bond to one carbonyl ligands
and M3 back-bonds to two. Based on this, and the use of Equations 3.1 and 3.2 chloride
is predominantly a π-donor, whereas cyanide is a weak π-acceptor, accepting more
electrons with pentamethyalation of the Cp ring. Both of these techniques show these
same relative results. However, because the M3 band is effected by synergistic bonding
modes this evaluation may not be quantitative of π-bonding exclusively, allowing only
for a qualitative measurement of the overall bonding effects in these systems, which is
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Cr(CO)6 [CoCl6]3-

[Co(CN)6]3-

VWN/TZ

with starting t2g energies aligned
eg

eg

eV

t2g π*

t2g π*

eg σ
dxy, dxz, dyz

t2g
eg σ
t2g π
t2g π

eg σ
Figure 3.20: MO diagram for Cr(CO)6, [Co(CN)6]3-, and [Co(Cl)6]3- with metal t2g
orbitals aligned at the same energy before overlap interactions.
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Table 3.9: Total acceptance into 2π* and donation from 5σ orbitals of CO, Cl-, CN- to
metal complex of Cr(CO)6, [Co(CN)6]3-, [Co(Cl)6]3-.

Acceptance
(total electrons)
Compound

Donation
(total electrons)

Fragment

Cr(CO)6

CO

[Co(CN)6]3-

CN

[Co(Cl)6]3-

Cl

∆o

2π* (t2g)

5σ (eg)

(eV)

0.36

0.47

5.5

0.08

0.66

4.3

NA

0.38

1.1
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what is shown when the HFRM formulism is applied. In addition, these techniques do
not allow for a full evaluation on how carbonyl and cyanide compare as ligands and why
they are placed together in the spectrochemical series.
HFRM calculations, which now measures electron population, opposed to an
energy evaluation as in the DFT calculation, is able to separate out the σ- and π-bonding
modes individually. This computational technique shows that, as in the PES and DFT
results, cyanide is a weak π-acceptor and chloride a π-donor, but this is not the
dominating factor for the spectrochemical series order. Instead it is the ligand σ orbital
(5σ in CN- and CO, 3p for Cl-) which dictates the crystal field splitting. Due to the size of
this orbital relative to each other the major effect of the ∆o splitting results from this
overlap, whereas the t2g orbitals are affected by the π-donation and acceptance to a lesser
degree. It is predominantly a consequence of σ donation to the metal center that creates a
strong field and not the result of π-bonding.
These results also help with the discrepancy in the literature on the π backbonding capabilities of cyanide. In the octahedral complexes investigated cyanide has
only about a quarter of the acceptance ability of carbonyl and therefore is not the
dominating factor for why cyanide is a strong field ligand. Cyanide is not a strong field
ligand because of it’s π-acceptor capabilities but rather because the 5σ orbital is closer in
energy to the complex eg orbital creating a greater degree of destabilization than CO and
large ∆o. On the other hand CO has better π-acceptor abilities than CN-, stabilizing the t2g
orbitals to create a strong field in combination with destabilizing the eg through σdonation.
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These results do not change the fact that cyanide is a strong field ligand; however,
these studies indicate the π-back-bonding comparison in cyanide and carbonyl are not
similar and their placement as roughly equivalent in the spectrochemical series is not a
result of this. Rather than the π-acceptor ability in cyanide it is a consequence of the
strong σ-donor property and large orbital overlap that creates the large ∆o according to
the HFRM analysis. The potential reason, stated in the introduction, for these ligands’
presence in the hydrogenase enzyme active sites due to their strong field nature and
subsequent ability to maintain irons low oxidation and spin state seem to be valid based
on these observations.
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CHAPTER 4
COMBINED GAS-PHASE PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY AND
COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES ON [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2:
A CATALYST FOR HYDROGEN PRODUCTION
4.1 Introduction:
[FeFe]-hydrogenase enzymes efficiently catalyze the reduction of protons to
molecular hydrogen inspiring the development of synthetic mimic systems capable of this
reaction. This chapter will discuss the addition of a benzo group at the bridging sulfurs
of the Fe2S2(CO)6 moiety with emphasis on photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations in order to explore and understand the
electronic structure of this system, what possible geometry change occurs when going
from the neutral to cationic state, and the energy associated with this change. Also
included here will be a discussion of the photoelectron spectrum of 1,2-benzenedithiol,
and the unsubstituted Fe2S2(CO)6 complex to aid in the photoelectron spectroscopic
assignment of the substituted complex and compare how this alkyl addition affects the
electronic structure of the system.
Electrochemical and computational studies of [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 have
been published previously,125,126 as has the work performed in our groups at The
University of Arizona.58,74 Our published work extended the electrochemical studies
previously performed and included computational studies, a brief description of
photoelectron spectroscopic data, and how the combination of the later two techniques
allows for computational calibration of the energies and structures which occur through
oxidation.
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In order to assess the computational accountability of geometric and electronic
structure, comparison with experiment is necessary. The ability of a computation to
predict the geometry of a neutral molecule can be determined through comparison with
reported crystal structures. Similarity of IR data with frequency calculations validates a
computational method’s ability to account for the vibrational distortions that result, but
experimental techniques which allow for a direct comparison between electronic and
geometric structural changes are limited. Because photoelectron spectroscopy is a direct
measure of the energy for formation of the cation in the gas phase, adiabatic ionization
energy comparisons can be made to confirm that a computational method is accounting
for this energy of oxidation and structural rearrangements associated with the loss of an
electron.
Due to the lack of crystal structure data for the cationic state of [(μ-orthoC6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 various geometries of the cation were explored computationally to
find the optimum structure, which was determined by having the lowest total energy and
having a calculated adiabatic ionization energy which closest matched experiment. Once
the geometric structure of the cation was obtained the reorganization energy could be
calculated and compared to other systems designed to perform this same catalysis. The
design of systems with low reorganization energies is desired because this would indicate
a lower energy barrier for electron transfer, perhaps leading to better molecular hydrogen
catalysis.
The crystal structure of the [FeFe]-active site shows a semi-bridging carbonyl that
produces an available coordination site on one of the iron atoms, possibly for proton
binding, and is considered an entatic state of the enzyme aiding in catalytic activity. This
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semi-bridging carbonyl structure is rotated relative to the neutral mimic structure being
described here and has been termed the “rotated structure” of these simple mimic
complexes,56 shown in Figure 4.1. This change in geometry going from the neutral
structure containing no semi-bridging carbonyl to the cationic structure with a semibridging carbonyl has been explored previously in this and related systems.74
Photoelectron spectroscopy provides a measure of the internal reorganization
energy involved in this geometric change in the gas-phase; however, due to the
complexity of these systems this is only an estimate. This makes the computationally
determined value important in the evaluation and comparison of these potential catalytic
systems. The ability to compare computational data with the experimental photoelectron
spectroscopic data gives a unique link between geometric and electronic structural
analysis.
Figure 4.2 pictorially describes the steps in calculation of the reorganization
energy of a complex. The two potential wells represent the distortional change from the
optimum structure of a complex in the neutral (bottom well) and cationic (top well)
states; the optimal structures for each are located at the bottom of the pertaining energy
well. As the geometry distorts from this optimal state, so does the energy, which can be
computed. The adiabatic ionization energy is the difference between the energy at point
A and point C; the difference between the two optimum, lowest energy, geometries for
the neutral and cationic structures.
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Figure 4.1: (A) [FeFe]-active site showing a semi-bridging carbonyl,
rotated structure, versus (B) non rotated, terminal carbonyl active site
mimic
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Figure 4.2. Relationship of photoelectron ionization energies to the
reorganization energies between the non-bridging carbonyl and semibridging carbonyl structures of neutral and cationic Fe2S2(CO)6 complexes
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The vertical ionization energy is calculated by the difference in energy between points A
and B and is observed in the photoelectronspectrum as the highest intensity ionization,
the most probable electronic structural rearrangement that occurs when an electron is
removed from a system. The adiabatic ionization is observed as the low-energy onset of
the ionization band. For this to be accurate the distortion between the neutral and cation
structures (displacement of the potential energy wells) must be small relative to the
neutral structure’s dynamic modifications from the optimal structure (width of the neutral
structure’s potential well).

For large molecules with low-frequency vibrations the

adiabatic ionization is not vibrationally resolved, and is commonly estimated by
extrapolation of the ionization onset band to the point of zero ionization intensity. The
difference between points B and C, λ˙+ on Figure 4.1, is the reorganization energy of
cation going from the non-bridging to semi-bridging structure. λ◦ is the reorganization
energy of this same change in the neutral structure. If the wells are harmonic with
equivalent frequency vibrations these values will be equal.
4.2 Experimental Methods
Sample preparation. A detailed account of the synthesis and characterization
procedures can be found in Chapter 2, with corresponding references included in Table
2.1.
Photoelectron Spectroscopy: This technique and data analysis was performed as
outlined in Chapter 2. Table 2.1 shows the synthetic origin of all complexes and Table
2.2 lists the sublimation temperature, region range, and corresponding lab notebook page
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numbers for the experiments.

This complex showed no signs of decomposition

throughout the experiment.
Computational Methods: A detailed description is included in Chapter 2.
4.3 Results and Discussion
Photoelectron Spectroscopy. He I and He II photoelectron spectroscopic data
were collected for Fe2S2(CO)6, 1,2-benzenedithiol, and [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2.
Fe2S2(CO)6: Figure 4.3 shows the He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) data of the
unsubstituted diiron complex. In these plots the He II data is scaled to match the He I
intensity in the first ionization band.

The differences in relative intensities of the

ionization bands created by these two different photoexcitation sources give an indication
of the orbital character associated with each ionization feature (described in Chapter 2).
This spectrum allows for the basic assignment of the metal-based and sulfur-based
ionizations, which will facilitate the ionization band assignment of the benzenesubstituted complex. The spectrum of this molecule has been published previously and
matches that reported here.127
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Figure 4.3: He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) of Fe2S2(CO)6
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Figure 4.4: He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) of 1,2-benzenedithiol with
respective Kohn-Sham density orbital plots. Values in parentheses are Kohn-Sham
energies scaled by 2.76 eV, the ∆SCF value for the adiabatic ionization energy.
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Two broad ionization features are produced; the first, ranging from roughly 7.89.6 eV. This band is expected to contain seven orbital ionizations produced from the 3d
electrons with some mixing with the carbonyl ligands, specifically, the metal-metal bond
and the three filled d orbitals of each iron that back bond to the carbonyls. The second
ionization band, ranging from about 9.8-10.8 eV, contains ionizations which are
primarily sulfur in character. This can be seen in the decrease in intensity in the second
band, relative to the first, going from the He I to the He II photon source. It is anticipated
that this second band contains ionizations from the πu and πg interaction between the two
sulfurs. Another feature to note is the small shoulder on the low ionization side of the
first band. This ionization has been assigned to the Fe–Fe bond, the calculated highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) for this complex (discussed in the computational
section).
1,2-benzenedithiol: Figure 4.4 shows the He I and He II spectra of 1,2-benzenedithiol.
The moderate relative intensity changes going between the two photon sources indicates
that the frontier orbitals represented in this ionization energy region are delocalized
throughout this molecule. Computational evaluation of this compound has been explored
previously128 which matches the those done here. The orientation of the S-H bonds
optimized in plane with the hydrogens pointing towards each other, however bond
rotation is energetically low indicating that a mixture of structures exists in the spectrum.
The width of the bands relative to benzene (Figure 4.7) indicates both this mixture of
structures as well as the delocalized nature of the electron density throughout this
molecule.
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The region ranging between roughly 8.0 - 8.7 eV contains out-of-plane sulfur 3p
character, antibonding with respect to the π system in the benzene ring. In addition to
computations, the spectrum of free benzene can be compared, which shows a sharp
ionization feature at 9.25 eV corresponding to the valence orbitals of the π-system (e1g).
The second broad band in the spectrum of 1,2-benzenedithiol, ranging from about 8.8-9.5
eV, should therefore contain predominantly benzene ring π based ionizations.

The

shallow region ranging from 9.5 -11.5 eV contains the bonding π interaction between the
sulfur groups and the benzene ring that is symmetric to the C2 symmetry rotation. The
final band between 10.5 – 11.1 eV is also π character between the sulfurs and benzene
ring but antisymmetric to the C2 symmetry rotation.
Orbital density plots are shown with the photoelectron spectra in Figure 4.4 with related
computed ionization energies. The adiabatic ionizations were in complete agreement
between the computed and experimental, 7.50 eV. These are Kohn-Sham energies scaled
by 2.76 eV, the ∆SCF value calculated for the difference in computed versus the
experimental vertical ionization energy. The scaled Kohn-Sham orbital energies for the
deeper ionizations are typically an overestimation as compared to the experimental values
due to partial neglect of relaxation effects. Despite this inconsistency the Kohn-Sham
plots depict the expected densities of the HOMO to HOMO-3 orbitals. Figure 4.5 shows
the

molecular

orbital

diagram

for

this

compound.
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Figure 4.5: The molecular orbital diagram of 1,2-benzenedithiol.
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Figure 4.6: He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) of [(μ-orthoC6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2.
Arrow indicated the calculated adiabatic ionization energy.
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The prediction of atomic orbital mixing from this closely matches that of the Kohn-Sham
contour plots and matches the assignment of the photoelectron spectrum well.
[(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2: Figure 4.6 shows the He I and He II spectra of
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[(μ-

ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2. The assignments for the molecular orbital characters of the
ionization bands are based on the He I and He II comparison, correlations with the
spectra described above, as well as the reported spectra of related compounds.127,130 The
addition of the benzene ring creates complexity of the ionization features relative to
Fe2S2(CO)6 but general assignments can be made from comparing the two spectra. The
first band again contains the seven metal-based orbital ionizations with back- bonding to
the carbonyls as discussed in the evaluation of the Fe2S2(CO)6 complex with an adiabatic
ionization which is lower than that for the Fe2S2(CO)6, 7.50 eV versus 7.86 eV. This
indicates that the addition of benzene destabilizes the orbital energies of this complex.
Due to the intense decrease in intensity from He I to He II photon sources at 10 eV the
sulfur 3p lone pairs have been assigned to this band. The region ranging from 8.9 – 9.1
eV falls in the same relative region as free benzene, and the decrease in intensity of the
He II versus He I data would indicate that carbon character is present although slightly
destabilized compared to the free ligand. The decrease in this region is to a lesser degree
than the following unresolved band between 9.1 – 9.6 eV. The relative intensity changes
between these two bands, and the knowledge of where free benzene ionizes, indicates
that mixing with the Fe2(CO)6 moiety may be occurring here. The region from 10.4 –
11.8 eV shows an ionization decrease between the two photon sources suggesting that
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Figure 4.7: He I stack plot of (A) benzene (B) 1,2-benzenedithiol
(C) [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 and (D) Fe2S2(CO)6
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mixing is delocalized between the sulfur 3p orbitals and benzene ring. Figure 4.7
show the He I stack plot for benzene and the three systems discussed.
One important point to note is the gradual onset slope of the initial band in this
complex, which is in contrast to that of typical metal-carbonyl complexes. This lack of
curve sharpness indicates geometrical reorganization of a complex when going from the
neutral to cationic geometry131 and will be explored computationally in the following
section.
Calculations.

As stated in Chapter 1, calculations in combination with

photoelectron spectroscopic data allow for a unique evaluation of geometric changes and
the resulting reorganization energy occurring when an electron is removed from a system
in the gas phase. Once the success of the computational method has been determined it
can aid in the assignment of ionization bands in the PES experiment. The validity of the
computational method is tested in multiple ways, including comparison of the calculated
structure with the reported crystal structure, comparison of the calculated and observed
carbonyl stretching frequencies, and comparison of the calculated adiabatic ionization
energy with the observed adiabatic ionization energy in the photoelectron spectrum. It is
clear from the He I/He II photoelectron comparison that a fair amount of mixing is
occurring in [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 but to what degree and with what orbitals is of
question and can be determined computationally.
Comparison of computational with experimental data.

To help determine the

accuracy of the calculations, checks with experimental data were performed. The first
was with geometry measurements of the neutral structure, which are shown in Table 4.1.
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The comparison of the experimental and computed CO stretching frequencies is plotted
in Figure 4.8. The excellent correlation in these data indicates the computational method
used is able to accurately account for geometric distortions within the vibrational space of
these systems.

The next calibration of theory with experiment is the determination of

the adiabatic ionization energy. This was calculated using the lowest energy structure for
the cation, which contained a semi-bridging carbonyl (discussed later in this section). The
adiabatic ionization energy going to this semi-bridging structure was calculated to be
7.50 eV, which compares well with the estimated experimental value of 7.48 ± 0.05 eV,
representing the accuracy of the computational method’s prediction of electronic
structural changes. Because these different molecular characteristics prove to be handled
well by these computations, confidence in the method used for this system is obtained,
which allows for further computational analysis to be made. Most pertinent to the goal
here is the reduction potential and possible mechanism of catalysis which is presented
elsewhere.58
Molecular orbital characters: Comparison of the two photon source experiments as
well as comparison with related compounds gives an idea of what orbitals are mixing
under a given ionization band. With an evaluation of the orbital percent characters given
by DFT calculations, a more detailed analysis of the electronic structure of this complex
can be obtained.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of computed structure [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 to
crystallographic data. Bond lengths, Å; angles, degrees. CO distances are an
average over all. Chapter 2 details the DFT method.

Bond/Angle
Fe-Fe
Fe-S (avg)
Fe-C (avg)
C-O (avg)
C(1)-M(1)-C(2)
C(1)-M(1)-C(5)
C(1)-M(1)-S(1)
C(1)-M(1)-S(2)
C(2)-M(1)-C(5)
C(2)-M(1)-S(1)
C(2)-M(1)-S(2)
C(5)-M(1)-M(2)
C(5)-M(1)-S(1)
C(5)-M(1)-S(2)
S(1)-M(1)-M(2)
S(2)-M(1)-M(2)
S(1)-M(1)-S(2)

X-Ray132
2.480
2.268
1.792
1.135
93.2
99.7
88.8
158.9
100.0
156.5
89.4
149.2
102.7
100.4
56.68
56.80
80.66

DFT**
2.474
2.283
1.779
1.156
91.4
100.2
89.4
156.9
99
158.7
90.4
150.5
101.9
102.2
57.1
57.2
80.8

** LDA VWN Stoll, TZP, ZORA gas-phase optimized
geometry.
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Figure 4.8: IR spectrum in the carbonyl stretching region. (A)
Experimental (B) DFT simulation showing individual
calculated frequencies and the sum of broadened absorptions.
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Figure 4.9 shows bar graphs under the photoelectron spectra of [(μ-orthoC6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2, each of which represents the molecular orbital character of the
ionization band. The total bar area represents 100%.

Based on the area of color

occupying the bar, a rough estimate of percent character pertaining to a particular
molecular orbital of the complex is given.

Blue, yellow and black represent the

Fe2(CO)6 moiety, sulfur, and the C6H4 alkyl group, respectively. The red bar under the
onset of the first ionization band is the ∆SCF energy calculated for the adiabatic
ionization of this complex. The rest of the colored bars have been shifted by this value,
which is 1.43 eV.
The first broad band shows predominant metal (blue) character. In the region
ranging from 8.9-9.1 eV, where benzene e1g character is expected to ionize, predominant
alkyl character is calculated (primarily black).

The next ionization feature in the

spectrum, ranging from 9.1-9.6 eV, shows mixing between the benzene ring and metal
moiety, which was expected due to the intensity decrease being to a lesser degree than in
the band previously described. The band around 10 eV which was previously assigned to
sulfur lone pair character with very little mixing, was predicted by the calculations as
well. Finally, the last broad band is computed to be delocalized throughout the entire
complex, with a fair degree of sulfur character, all of which is in agreement with the
assignments given in the previous section. One point to note is in the region ranging
from 8.5-9.0 eV.
orbitals;

however

The calculations predict the predominant metal character of the
the

energies

are

more

stable

than

seen

experimentally.
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Figure 4.9: He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) photoelectron spectra of
[(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2. The vertical bars below the spectra are the
calculated ionization energies. The red bar is the calculated adiabatic ionization
energy and the others are vertical ionizations from each orbital, with the percent
character represented by blue for Fe2(CO)6, yellow for S, and black for C6H4.
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This would point toward considerable electron relaxation and correlation effects for these
orbitals,

which

has

been

observed

in

ferrocene

and

substituted

ferrocene

complexes.133,134,133
HOMO and LUMO contour plots. The Kohn-Sham density plots of the HOMO for
both Fe2S2(CO)6 and

[(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2

are shown in Figure 4.10 for

comparison. The Fe2S2(CO)6 HOMO is the metal-metal σ bond between the two iron dz2
orbitals with very little density on the sulfurs, which appeared as a shoulder on the low
energy side of the first ionization band in the spectrum. The addition of the benzo group
causes the electron density of this orbital to be primarily bonding in the Fe-S bridge,
weakly antibonding between the two irons, and some benzene ring π anti-bonding
character. The HOMO-1 in the benzene-substituted complex is now the Fe-Fe bond.
The electron density of this highest occupied orbital shows where the first
electron is calculated to ionize. Because the HOMO shows electron density is primarily
the bonding interaction at the iron-sulfur bridge it is most likely that when the first
electron is removed it will come from this region creating elongation of the Fe-S bond
and the possible geometric rearrangement to a semi-bridging carbonyl structure in an
attempt to compensate for the electron density lost in this region of the complex. This
rotated structure was calculated as the cation’s energetic minimum.
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A

B

Figure 4.10: Density plots of the HOMO in A) Fe2S2(CO)6
B) [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2
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Figure 4.11 shows the LUMO for these two complexes. The difference between this
orbital in the two systems is with the sulfur p orbitals. For the substituted complex an
anitbonding π interaction takes place. In addition, for [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2
there is a π-bonding interaction between the bridging carbon py orbitals in the benzene
ring and the sulfur py orbitals with the z axis defined as the vertical coordinate. Upon
reduction the electron will add to the system in this orbital to create a destabilizing filledfilled interaction at the Fe-S bond most likely causing cleavage.

The reduction

mechanism and structural change has been explored previously.44
Determination of cation geometry. Determination of the geometry that the cation is
most likely to adopt is based on the most stable calculated total energy of the cation as
well as the comparison of the calculated adiabatic ionization energy with experiment.
Calculations were performed with different structures, one containing all terminal
carbonyl groups and one containing a single semi-bridging carbonyl.
oxidation.

The through

The calculated value is shown as an arrow on the photoelectron spectrum,

Figure 4.6, and is represented by the red bar in Figure 4.9.
Reorganization energy.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the reorganization energy of the

geometry change going from the neutral to cationic structure can be calculated by the
difference between the adiabatic and vertical ionizations; this value was 0.65 eV when
rearranging from the unrotated neutral structure to the semi-bridging carbonyl, rotated
structure.
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A

Figure 4.11: Density plots of the LUMO in A) Fe2S2(CO)6
B) [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2

B
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A

B

Figure 4.12: Optimized geometries for A) [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2
B) [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2+
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The reorganization energy was also estimated by constraining the carbonyls at all
terminal positions; the reorganization energy was then compared. The reorganization
energy computed was 0.31 eV, which is in close proximity to other similar systems not
capable of the geometric stabilization through the formation of a bridging carbonyl
evaluated elsewhere.129
4.4 Conclusions
Photoelectron spectroscopic data show that the addition of a benzo group to
Fe2S2(CO)6 destabilizes the orbital energies and reduces the ionization energies of the
complex, which may indicate an increase in reactivity and therefore the catalysis of
molecular hydrogen formation. The adiabatic ionization of this complex is roughly 0.38
eV lower than for the unsubstituted complex. In addition to the He I/II data and DFT
calculations the comparison of the metal-carbonyl system and the ligand spectra allow for
a general assignment of the ionizations in the substituted system.
The computational model used here accounts well for the neutral geometry as
compared to the crystal structure, the electronic structure by comparison of the estimated
photoelectron spectroscopic adiabatic ionization energy, and vibrational spectroscopic
data. This combination of photoelectron spectroscopy and DFT calculations allows for a
clear assignment of geometric structural changes and the associated energy which occurs
upon the removal of an electron in the gas phase. These data indicate that the cationic
structure of [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 is the rotated structure with a reorganization
energy of 0.65 eV.

Although this reorganization energy is low, giving indication that

these alterations in electronic structure are of relevance in the reactivity of this complex
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in the gas-phase, it is not low enough for sufficiently fast electron kinetics to be of value
towards the commercial means of this catalysis.
It is likely that the protein structure surrounding the active site in the enzyme
blocks this type of geometric rearrangement to a non-bridging carbonyl from occurring
during the catalytic cycle. In order to hinder this type of dynamic rearrangement from
occurring it may be beneficial to design systems with bridging as opposed to all terminal
carbonyls. This may result in a catalytic system with a low enough energy barrier to
allow for faster electron kinetics that would aid in the catalysis of molecular hydrogen
formation. In addition, the relaxation energy and correlation effects of the [(μ-orthoC6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 are of interest.
computational

studies

and

the

Investigation of these may aid in future
understanding

of

related

complexes.
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CHAPTER 5
PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES ON (μSCH2XCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, where X = CH2, NH, O, NtBu, and NMe: THE INFLUENCE
OF THE CENTRAL BRIDGING ATOM ON THE [FeFe]-HYDROGENASE MIMIC
SYSTEMS
5.1 Introduction
Hydrogenase-inspired catalytic systems with various ligands substituted at the
disulfide and in place of the carbonyls of Fe2S2(CO)6 are being explored extensively as
discussed in Chapter 1. The previous chapter explored one disulfide substitution, [(μortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2. The data presented showed that photoelectron spectroscopy
serves as a unique benchmark measurement to validate the density functional theory
calculations and the ability of the calculations to accurately account for the energies and
structures associated with oxidation. Here, this combination of techniques will be used to
investigate a series of related complexes, that address the uncertainty that concerns the
central bridging atom that exists in the [FeFe]-hydrogenase active site structure, Figure
5.1. Until recently X-ray crystallographic studies were performed with resolutions in the
range of 1.6 Å
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– 1.85 Å,136 which was not of high enough resolution to differentiate

between a C, N, or O atom. The identity of this central atom could lend insight to the
catalytic mechanism, protonation site, and geometric changes which occur in the enzyme.
Knowing the identity would help with the design of more efficient synthetic catalytic
systems.
Some have postulated that the most probable heteroatom would be an amine
group because it would provide a basic site that would be easily protonated. It is also in
close proximity to the iron-sulfur electron transport chain to allow ease of reduction.135,136
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Figure 5.1: [FeFe]-active site
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However, John W. Peters and coworkers from Montana State University have put much
effort into re-resolving existing crystal structures of the H-cluster of [FeFe]-hydrogenase
from Clostridium pasteurianum. In combination with DFT studies, indication that the
dithiolate bridging group is dithiomethylether and not dithiomethylammonium was
found, but this is still uncertain.20 This chapter will explore five basic systems shown in
Figure 5.2, (μ-SCH2XCH2S)Fe2(CO)6, where X=CH2, NH, O, NtBu, and NMe, in order
to gain insight on how these substitutions affect the electronic structure of these related
compounds, and which may have the most potential towards catalysis. In addition, the
electronic changes that occur could lead to understanding the natural active site, as well
as help to design synthetic catalytic systems with lower overpotentials and greater
electrocatalytic generation of molecular hydrogen using weak acids.
Photoelectron spectroscopy allows for the investigation of the electronic
structures of molecules and the comparison of electronic structures through atom or
ligand replacement, independent of molecular environment. This chapter will explain
detailed accounts of photoelectron spectroscopic studies on the compounds mentioned in
conjunction with DFT calculations to help understand how, and what, the effects of
varying this central bridging atom has on these potential catalytic systems. Assignments
of photoelectron spectra are obtained through the use of multiple photon sources, He I
and He II, as well as with the aid of a series of computations on these systems.
5.2 Experimental
Sample preparation.

A detailed account of the synthesis and characterization

procedures can be found in Chapter 2, with corresponding references included in Table
2.1.
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Figure 5.2: (μ-SCH2XCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, where X=CH2, NH, O, tBuN,
MeN
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Photoelectron Spectroscopy: This technique and data analysis was performed as
outlined in Chapter 2. Table 2.1 shows the synthetic origin of all complexes and Table
2.2 lists the sublimation temperature, region range, and corresponding lab notebook page
numbers for the experiments.

All samples sublimed cleanly with no signs of

decomposition throughout the experiment.
Computational Methods: A detailed description is included in Chapter 2.
5.3 Results and Discussion.
Photoelectron Spectroscopy
The valence energy region, ranging from 7 -12 eV of the He I and He II photoelectron
spectra of Fe2S2(CO)6, (μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, (μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, and
(μ-SCH2OCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, are shown in Figure 5.3. Spectrum A in the figure shows
the spectrum of the Fe2S2(CO)6 “backbone” complex. Chapter 4 includes a detailed
discussion of the assignment of the Fe2S2(CO)6 ionization bands, but the spectrum has
been included here for comparison.
With the assignments made in the Fe2S2(CO)6 general moiety, combined with
DFT experiments, when ligands are attached to the bridging sulfur atoms, assignment of
the molecular orbitals can be made with confidence. The molecules examined in Figure
5.3 are similar in electronic structure; therefore, it is expected that the ionization features
for each will contain contributions from the same relative orbitals with energy effects that
result from the substitution of the more electronegative atom at the central bridging
position.

The data region ranges from 7-12 eV where, as in [(μ-ortho-

C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2, the first broad band corresponds to electrons from the formal Fe-Fe
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Figure 5.3. He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) valence
photoelectron spectra of (A) Fe2S2(CO)6 (B)
(μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 (C) (μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
and (D) (μ-SCH2OCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
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σ bond orbital formed by the contribution of one electron from each of the Fe(I) d7 metal
centers. Also under this feature are the primarily 3d Fe-based electrons back-bonding to
the carbonyl ligands.

The remaining ionizations in these spectra result from Fe-S

bonding interactions, sulfur 3p orbitals, and mixing with the bridging alkyl group. The
propane bridged complex has been investigated previously with assignments that match
those described here.130
The main difference seen within the spectra is the energies of the ionizations upon
substitution of the bridge-head carbon atom for the more electronegative nitrogen and
oxygen atoms at the sulfur 3p ionization band. Further differences are seen when methyl
and tbutyl groups replace the hydrogen in the nitrogen substituted complex at this sulfur
band.
(μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2. Spectrum B in Figure 5.3 is of the n-propyl bridged
compound. The first notable difference is that the adiabatic ionization energy of the
propane bridged molecule has been destabilized from around 7.8 eV to 7.4 eV relative to
the unsubstituted diiron complex. The second band, corresponding to the sulfur lone
pairs, reside at 9.3 eV, and is most affected energetically by the replacement of the more
electronegative atoms at the central bridging position of these complexes. This band will
be compared in the following systems.
(μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2. The next compound in this series, labeled C in Figure 5.3
contains the amine, NH, group at the bridge head. The addition of a nitrogen atom
slightly destabilizes the adiabatic energy relative to that of the propane substitution
described above; here the onset energy is roughly 7.3 eV versus 7.4 eV for the
propanedithiolato bridged compound. There are, however, two main differences that can
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be seen. The first is the shoulder on the low energy side of the first ionization band. This
shoulder has been calculated as the Fe-Fe bond, the HOMO in this complex as stated
previously. Further it shows a slight increase in intensity going from He I to He II
relative to the rest of this metal-based band, which indicates that this orbital is primarily
metal in character. The remaining ionizations in this region must involve some degree of
mixing either with the sulfur atoms or due to back bonding with the carbonyl groups.
Kohn-Sham orbital plots are in agreement and will be shown and discussed later in this
chapter.
Next, the addition of the more electronegative nitrogen atom has caused
stabilization of the sulfur lone pairs by about 0.2 eV to 9.5 eV, and is much closer to the
higher energy alkyl and sulfur ionizations described for (μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2,
which are located in roughly the same region as the previous spectrum. The increase in
electronegativity causes electron density to be withdrawn from the sulfur atoms, which
causes stabilization of this orbital, as the electrons here are now harder to ionize.
(μ-SCH2OCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2. The ether bridged complex is shown in D in Figure 5.3.
The onset energy at roughly 7.7 eV is destabilized relative to the unsubstituted
compound, but has been stabilized to a slight degree relative to the alkyl and amine
bridged complexes. The addition of the oxygen atom, more electronegative than carbon
and nitrogen, as discussed above, has stabilized the sulfur lone pairs to an even greater
degree, from 9.3 eV in the alkyl substitution, and 9.5 eV with the amine substation, to 9.6
eV. This is roughly a 0.3 eV stabilization from the alkyl group. In addition to this
ionization feature, the electronegativity of the oxygen atom has also stabilized the last
two ionization features relative to what is seen in spectra B and C.
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(μ-SCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 and (μ-SCH2NtBuCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2: Figure 5.4 shows
the He I and He II photoelectron spectra of (μ- SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2,
(μ-SCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, and (μ-SCH2NtBuCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2. A comparison of the
three complexes shows that the lowest onset energy, estimated to be around 7.2 eV, is
with the NMe substitution with this group of complexes. Interestingly this is not the case
for the NtBu complex, also an electron donating group. This is thought to be due, in part,
to orbital overlap with the bridging sulfurs and is discussed in the computational section.
The slight difference on the low energy side of the ionization band around 9.5 eV is due
to mixing occurring between the bridging sulfurs and the alkyl attached ligand of interest.
Computations show that this mixing occurs at the higher lying orbitals, which differs
from the complexes discussed previously.
The effects the addition of these alkyl groups to the nitrogen atom can again be
seen

in

the

sulfur

lone

pair

ionizations.

As

stated

earlier

for

(μ-

SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, this ionization falls at 9.5 eV, whereas for (μSCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, this ionization band is now at 9.7 eV, and the t-butyl
substitution stabilizing it to 9.8 eV.

Calculations show the addition of the more

electronegative central bridging atom also affects the electron distribution in these
molecules by withdrawing electron density from the diiron core to the attached ligand.
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A

B

C

11
Ionization Energy
Figure 5.4. He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) valence
photoelectron spectra of (A) (μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe (CO)3]2
(B) (μ-SCH2MeNCH2S) [Fe (CO)3]2
(C) (μ-SCH2NtBuCH2S) [Fe(CO)3]2
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Onset slope of the first ionization band
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the onset slope of the initial ionization band is an
indication of the amount of geometric reorganization that occurs when going from the
neutral to cationic state of a complex. If this band is representative of the potential
energy well for the cationic state of a system, the steeper the onset slope of this band, the
less geometric reorganization is likely to be occurring; conversely the more gradual the
slope, the more the geometry distorts with the removal of an electron. 131
Computational Results.
Comparison of computational with experimental data.

Comparisons between

experimental and calculated carbonyl stretching frequencies for all compounds are listed
in Table 5.1 and show excellent agreement. The experimental frequencies do not shift
substantially between the complexes, which indicates that the computed electron density
at the Fe core is not affected to a large degree through these various substitutions. X-ray
crystal structure data is not available for all compounds; Table 5.2-5.3 show the
geometrical comparison between DFT and reported crystal structures of
(μ- SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 (amine) and (μ-SCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 (methyl
amine). Excellent agreement exists in both bond length and angles in the amine complex,
both with the hydrogen in the axial versus the equatorial position. Figure 5.5 shows the
comparison of these two isomers.

For the methyl amine substituted complex two

different conformers are compared (described below). The crystal structure is of the axial
conformer with respect to both the nitrogen and methyl group, whereas the computed
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Table 5.1: Comparison of experimental and DFT calculated υCO stretching frequencies
(cm-1)

Compound

(μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2

(μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2

(μ-SCH2OCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2

(μSCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2

(μSCH2NtButCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2

Experimentala

Computationalb

2074

2074

2033

2036

2004
1989
1979
2074
2037
1996

2009
2000
1981
2074
2033
1987

2077
2035
2002
1989
2076

2071
2035
2003
1996
2074

2036

2038

2008

2007

1989
1982

1996
1985

2074
2036

2071
2033

2003
1995

2010
2006

1982

1987

a: cm-1
b: cm-1; See Chapter 2 for computational details
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Table 5.2: Comparison of bond angles and lengths of crystallographic
structure of (μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, with axial hydrogen, to DFT calculations

Bonda/Angleb

X-Ray137

Stoll gasc

Fe-Fe

2.505

2.528

Fe-C-O (average)

1.780

1.773

C-N-C

117.1

115.3

a: Å
b: degrees
c: LDA VWN Stoll TZP ZORA gas phase optimized geometry
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Table 5.3: Comparison of bond angles and lengths of crystallographic structure of (μSCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, with axial methyl, to DFT calculations, with equatorial
methyl group

Bonda/Angleb

X-Ray138

Stoll gasc

Fe -Fe

2.4924(7)

2.532

Fe-S (average)

2.2600(7)

2.261

S-C(linker) (average)

1.88(2)

1.841

N-C average

1.40(2)

1.430

Fe-S-Fe

66.92(2)

68.0

a: Å
b: degrees
c: LDA VWN Stoll TZP ZORA gas phase optimized geometry
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Figure 5.5 : (μ- SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 with nitrogen and
hydrogen in the (A) axial position and (B) equatorial position
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complex is with these groups in equatorial position.

The bond distances in the iron

carbonyl moiety are in excellent agreement; however, this agreement fails in the ligand
sulfur region due to this comparison being between differing conformers.
HOMO and SOMO contour plots.

In the previous chapter that discusses [(μ-ortho-

C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 it was speculated that based on the delocalization of electron density
of the HOMO at the Fe-S and hence upon oxidation an electron will ionize from the
bonding Fe-S molecular orbital. The resulting computed rearrangement was the slight
lengthening of the Fe-S bond and the formation of a bridging carbonyl. This migration of
the carbonyl acts to stabilize the now electron-deficient iron core from which the electron
was removed.
The HOMO for (μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, (μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 and
(μ-SCH2OCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 are the Fe-Fe σ-bond (Figure 5.6), and therefore
rearrangement of the cation will most likely not result in a lengthening of the Fe-S bond
and creation of a bridging carbonyl, as in the former case, but now with slight
lengthening of the metal-metal bond. Minimal bond lengthening is computationally
predicted in the cationic structures for all three of these complexes. The HOMO for
(μ-SCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2, and (μ-SCH2NtBuCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 do not have metalmetal σ bond character, but are rather delocalized through the p orbitals on the sulfur
atoms and into the linker carbon atoms. These Kohn-Sham density plots of the HOMO
for both the neutral and cation (singularly occupied molecular orbital, SOMO) complexes
are shown in Figure 5.6.
Determination of cation geometry. As in Chapter 4, the all-terminal carbonyl ligands
and the one semi-bridging carbonyl ligand structures underwent geometry optimizations
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HOMO

SOMO

A

B

C

Figure 5.6: HOMO and SOMO of (A) (μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
(B) (μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 (C) (μ-SCH2OCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
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HOMO

SOMO

A

B

Figure 5.6b: HOMO and SOMO of (A) (μ-SCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
(B) (μ-SCH2tButCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
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to compare the adiabatic ionization energies with those determined through the
photoelectron spectroscopic experiments.

For the amine complex, the hydrogen atom

was also optimized in both the equatorial and axial positions. The calculations show that
the lowest energy optimized geometries for the propane, ethyl ether, and t-butyl amine
substituted complexes are of the semi-bridging structure; whereas, the methyl and
unsubstituted amine complexes maintained the non-bridging structure with some variance
in bond angles and lengths. The results from these calculations were unexpected. Due to
the rotated nature of the active site and the studies discussed in the previous chapters,
which show that the cation of similar systems adopt the semi-bridging carbonyl, it was
expected that this structure would be of the lowest energy for all complexes.56,74
For the amine, whether the initial geometry had the hydrogen in the axial or
equatorial position the cation structure optimized to that which had the hydrogen atom in
the axial position in both the bridging and non-bridging carbonyl cation structures. This
axial structure is most stable in both the neutral molecule and cation, which is likely the
result of hydrogen bonding between the amine hydrogen and apical carbonyl. Despite the
fact that the calculations indicated that the more stable neutral complex has the hydrogen
in the axial position, the calculated adiabatic ionization energy was in better agreement
with the photoelectron spectroscopic measurement when the starting calculated neutral
geometry contained the hydrogen atom in the equatorial position. The data shown in
Table 5.4 is with this equatorial neutral geometry.
The neutral methyl-substituted amine was computed with both the nitrogen and
methyl group in the axial position because of problems with geometric convergence when
the methyl group was equatorial.

This was initially thought to be due to steric
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Table 5.4. Calculated Ionization and Reorganization Energies (eV)
Complex

†

(μ-SCH2NMeCH2S) *
[Fe(CO)3]2

(μ-SCH2NtButCH2S)
[Fe(CO)3]2

8.12

7.91

7.65

7.65

7.74

7.38

7.29

7.48

7.33

7.71

7.28

7.22

Partial† λ•+

0.31

0.48

0.38

0.53

0.36

Full λ•+

0.60

0.59

0.41

0.63

0.42

λ0

0.53

0.30

0.59

0.37

0.29

(μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)
[Fe(CO)3]2

(μ-SCH2NHCH2S) *
[Fe(CO)3]2

(μ-SCH2OCH2S)
[Fe(CO)3]2

Vertical IE

8.12

7.93

Relaxed† IE

7.77

Adiabatic‡ IE

Ionization energies and reorganization energies to the most stable cation structures that do not have a
semi-bridging carbonyl ligand.
‡
Optimized cation structures are shown in Figure 5.X.
* Optimized cation structures are nonbridging.
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interactions between methyl group and the apical carbonyl.

Interestingly both the

nitrogen and methyl group rearranged to an axial position in the non-bridging cation, with
an almost linear C-N-C angle, shown in Figure 5.7. The bridging cation is also axial with
respect to the N and methyl groups (Figure 5.7). These conformers have been discussed
previously,138 including an explanation as to why the above effect is seen. The axial
methyl is said to be favored due to an anomeric effect, which is in competition with the
steric effect between the methyl group and apical carbonyl. These competing factors help
to explain the reorganization of the molecule seen in the calculations. The hydrogenbond between the methyl hydrogens and apical carbonyl may explain why the nonbridging cationic structure is being calculated as more stable than the rotated structure.
This anomeric effect is further enhanced through flattening of the amine, which is seen in
the non-bridging cation (Figure 5.7).

Calculations indicate that it is the non-bridging

cation that is the most energetically stable, and that it most closely matches the
experimental adiabatic ionization energy.
Reorganization energy.

Reorganization energies were calculated for all compounds,

the results of which are shown in Table 5.4. In general these values compare well to
those from the [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2 complex discussed in Chapter 4, as well as
to compounds investigated previously.74 The adiabatic ionizations match the
experimental values well. The computed adiabatic and vertical ionization energies are
shown as arrows in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
As was discussed in the determination of cationic geometry, the non-bridging
carbonyl cation structure was calculated to be the lowest energy structure of the amine
and methylamine substituted complexes.

The calculated value for the adiabatic
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A

B

C

Figure 5.7: Optimized geometries of (μ-SCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
(A) neutral (B) non-bridging cation (C) bridging cation
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ionization energy using the non-bridging cation geometries most closely matched that of
experiment, and the non-bridging cation geometries had the lowest overall calculated
energies versus the bridging cation structures. These amine and methylamine complexes
have nearly identical reorganization energies, as well as adiabatic and vertical ionization
energies, despite the addition of the methyl group to the amine nitrogen. Both complexes
also reorganize to a fair degree in the sulfur-linker ligand with little-to-no reorganization
predicted to occur at the iron carbonyl moiety with the removal of an electron. The
partial reorganization energies, defined as the reorganization energies to the most stable
cation structures that do not have a semi-bridging carbonyl ligand, are large relative to
the other compounds investigated here, although the full reorganization energy is roughly
the same. (Table 5.4) This could be an indication of computational error.
Despite these similarities, differences in the photoelectron spectra between these
two exist. Most notable is the steepness of the initial ionization bands. For the amine
substituted complex this slope is quite steep, with a pronounced shoulder, whereas the
methylamine complex is very gradual with no separation of a shoulder from the deeper
ionizations. This indicates that substantial reorganization is occurring with the
methylamine substitution, but not with the amine. Despite this difference in steepness,
the adiabatic ionization energies are almost identical and the lowest of all complexes
investigated here.
These calculated discrepancies with the other complexes in this study are most
likely due to the competition between the steric destabilization and anomeric stabilization
occurring in these two systems. Although this competition is greater for the methylamine
than the secondary amine, due to the additional p orbital from the methyl carbon, the
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same types of rearrangements occur in these two systems. That is to say, both the methyl
group and the hydrogen are equatorial in the neutral molecule and reorganize to the axial
position when oxidized. (Figure 5.5 and 5.7) There may also be some electrostatic
repulsion that is relieved through this rearrangement.
This type of reorganization is also seen in the t-butyl amine complex
((μ-SCH2NtBuCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2), but the steric bulk of the t-butyl group is too large for
the non-bridging cation structure to be stabilized by the anomeric effect. In addition, the
t-butyl system shows a relatively small reorganization energy relative to these complexes,
but does form a semi-bridging carbonyl, unlike the other nitrogen substituted systems.
The structures for all the neutral and lowest energy cation species are shown in Figure
5.8. With these few exceptions, the reorganization energies for these systems correlate
with similar systems previously explored.
5.4 Conclusions
The effect of these various atoms on the electronic structure of these systems is
minimal. Photoelectron spectroscopy shows very little change in ionization features and
energies with these substitutions, which indicates the iron core is not affected. The amine
group complexes have the lowest adiabatic ionization energies.

A nicely separated

shoulder corresponding to the (μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 HOMO exists, but no other
major effects in the ionization features can be observed in these spectra. The effect of the
increased electronegativity going from the carbon to nitrogen to oxygen is observed in
the sulfur-based ionizations occurring around 9.5 eV. This band becomes more stable
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Neutral

Cation

A

B

C

Figure 5.8: Geometry optimized structures of neutral and lowest energy cationic
structures of (A) (μ-SCH2CH2CH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 and
(B) of (μ-SCH2NHCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
(C) (μ-SCH2OCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
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Neutral

Cation

A

B

Figure 5.8b: Geometry optimized structures of the neutral and cationic structures of
(A) (μ-SCH2NMeCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2 and (B) of (μ-SCH2NtBuCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2
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with the substitution of the more electronegative nitrogen and oxygen atoms for carbon
resulting from the electron density being withdrawn from the sulfur atoms and resulting
increase in energy needed to ionize the sulfur based electrons. The opposite effect is seen
in this ionization with the alkyl additions on the amine. The electron-donating nature of
these groups creates a lower-energy sulfur-based ionization. The stretching frequencies
of the carbonyl ligands in all these complexes are virtually the same. This indicates that
the electron density between the Fe atoms and the CO ligands is relatively unaffected by
these substitutions.
Differences in the character of the HOMOs are observed in the methyl and t-butyl
amine complexes, which show character in the ligand and ligand sulfur bonds opposed to
the metal-metal bond as in the other similar systems.

Anomeric affects should be

considered in all of the systems that contain a nitrogen atom at the central bridging
position.

The similarities in this energy for the propyl, amine and methylamine

substituted complexes indicate electron transfer will be similar. The lower predicted
values for the ether and t-butyl suggests that they may be capable of faster electron
transfer processes than the previous three complexes.
The ability of the computation’s method to account for the geometric and
electronic structural changes that occur in these systems is again confirmed through the
comparison of IR stretching frequencies and the adiabatic energy correlations; however, a
more comprehensive computational analysis that considers the points discussed should be
performed to obtain more accurate results and a better understanding of the
reorganization of these systems through oxidation.
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CHAPTER 6
DISELENOTHIOLATE SUBSTITUTED CATALYSTS: EFFECTS ON THE
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF SULFUR TO SELENO SUBSTITUTION
A portion of this chapter has been published as: Harb, Mohammad K.; Niksch, Tobias;
Windhager, Jochen; Gorls, Helmar; Holze, Rudolf; Lockett, L. Tori; Okumura, Noriko;
Evans, Dennis H.; Glass, Richard S.; Lichtenberger, Dennis L.; El-khateeb, Mohammad;
Weigand, Wolfgang, Organometallics, 2009, 28(4), 1039-1048.

6.1 Introduction:
Crystal structures of the hydrogenase enzymes reveal that the active sites are
predominantly bound through cysteine amino acids but a class of the [NiFe] enzymes,
[NiFeSe], is bound to the enzyme through a selenocysteine. Because both amino acids
link active sites to the enzyme and because of their chemical similarities, both
chalcogens, synthetic diiron catalytic systems are being explored with both of these
atoms.

Here,

the

sulfur

and

selenium

analogs

of

the

form,

(μ-

X(CH2)2CH(CH3)X)[Fe(CO)3]2, where X = S, Se, shown in Figure 6.1, are being
compared through photoelectron spectroscopic and computational studies. Although the
iron is not directly bound to the selenium atom in the [NiFeSe]-active site, substitution of
sulfur with the selenium atom may show electronic structure changes relative to the
sulfur, which are useful in the future design of related catalytic systems. (μSeCH2Se)[Fe(CO)3]2, and (μ-Se(CH2)2Se)[Fe(CO)3]2 have been synthesized139 but no
extensive computational or electronic structural studies have been performed on selenium
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systems designed for the catalysis of molecular hydrogen formation. However, one recent
electrochemical study was performed on a selenium substituted Fe2S2(CO)6 complex.140

A
S
S
(OC)3Fe

B

Fe(CO)3

Se
Se

(OC)3Fe

Fe(CO)3

Figure 6.1. A) [μ-S(CH2)2CHCH3S][Fe(CO)3]2
and
B) [μ-Se(CH2)2CHCH3Se][Fe(CO)3]2.
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Here, computational validation through comparison with experimental neutral crystal
structure, infrared carbonyl stretching frequencies, adiabatic and vertical ionization
energies from gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopic data, calculated reorganization
energies and finally, solution-phase oxidation and reduction potentials was performed.
6.2 Experimental Methods
Sample preparation. A detailed account of the synthesis and characterization
procedures can be found in Chapter 2, with corresponding references included in Table
2.1.
Photoelectron Spectroscopy: This technique and data analysis was performed as
outlined in Chapter 2. Table 2.1 shows the synthetic origin of all complexes and Table
2.2 lists the sublimation temperature, energy region range, and corresponding lab
notebook page numbers for the experiments. This compound sublimed cleanly with no
signs of decomposition or impurities with an ideal sublimation temperature ranging from
60 – 70 ◦C.
Computational Methods: A detailed description is included in Chapter 2.
6.3 Results and Discussion
Photoelectron Spectroscopy.
(μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2: The He I and He II photoelectron spectra of
(μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2 are shown in Figure 6.2.

The assignment of the

general character of the ionizations is based on analogous sulfur compounds previously
reported.127,130,141,142 This region of the photoelectron spectrum is expected to contain
contributions from the Fe metal d-based ionizations, which includes the formal metal-
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10.0

9.5

9.0

8.5

8.0

7.5

Ionization Energy (eV)
Figure 6.2. He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) photoelectron spectra of
[μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se][Fe(CO)3]2. The arrows point to the calculated adiabatic
and vertical ionization energies.
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metal bond of the diiron molecule and the three occupied d orbitals of each Fe center that
back bond to the carbonyls. Ionization of the selenium nonbonding 4p-orbital electrons is
expected to occur in this region also, based on the photoelectron spectra of alkynyl
selenols,143 selenadiazoles,144and comparison with the photoelectron spectra of other
organometallic Fe-S complexes.145 Thus, at least nine orbital ionizations are expected in
this region with mixing of iron, carbonyl, and selenium 4p character. The first ionization
feature ranges from about 7.3 to 8.9 eV. This broad feature shows a slight shoulder on
the low ionization energy side, corresponding to the HOMO-based ionization and
calculated to be primarily the Fe-Fe bond, as described below. Ionizations above 8.9 eV
show substantially decreased intensity relative to those below 8.9 eV when the He II
photon source is used instead of the He I, indicating substantial selenium character
associated with these ionizations. According to theoretical partial photoionization crosssections,72 the probability for ionization from a selenium 4p orbital drops by almost a
factor of fifteen from He I to He II excitation, while the probability of ionization from an
iron 3d orbital increases by almost a factor of two. The observed changes in the relative
intensities of the ionizations are not substantial, which suggests significant mixing of iron
and selenium character in the ionizations in this region, with the larger selenium character
in the ionizations above 8.9 eV, based on peak intensity decline.
(μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S)[Fe(CO)3]: The He I and II photoelectron spectra of
(μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S)[Fe(CO)3] are shown in Figure 6.3. This spectrum differs only
slightly from the selenium spectrum described above; minimal destabilization occurs with
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Ionization Energy (eV)
Figure 6.3. He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) photoelectron spectra of
[μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S][Fe(CO)3]2. The arrows point to the calculated adiabatic and
vertical ionization energies.
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10.0

9.0
8.0
Ionization Energy

7.0

Figure 6.4. He I (solid line) and He II (dashed line) photoelectron spectra of
(A) [μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se][Fe(CO)3]2 and (B) [μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S][Fe(CO)3]2.
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the replacement of Se for S.

A stack plot of photoelectron spectra of these two

compounds is shown in Figure 6.4. The adiabatic energy onset is observed to decrease
from 7.5 eV to 7.3 eV in the sulfur analog to the selenium complex. The sulfur 3p versus
the selenium 4p-orbital ionizations, measuring from the peak height of this ionization
band, is destabilized by roughly 0.10 eV, 9.2 eV and 9.1 eV, respectively. The last
region, which ranges from 8.9-10 eV in the selenium complex, now spans the region
from 9.5-10.4 eV.
Computational Results.
Computations have been carried out on both (μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2
and (μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S)[Fe(CO)3]2 to assist in understanding the electronic structure
and properties of these molecules.
(μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2: The Fe-Fe bond distance, calculated to be 2.566 Å,
is close to that of the crystal structure, 2.548 Å. To our knowledge, calculated Fe-Se
bond distances have not previously been compared to experiment.

The average

calculated gas-phase Fe-Se distance of 2.405 Å compares with the average Fe-Se distance
from the crystal structure of 2.368 Å. Frequency calculations were performed to further
assess the validity of the theoretical analysis. The calculated values for the carbonyl
stretching frequencies are 1994, 2022, and 2060 cm-1, which are comparable to the
experimental

values

of

1988,

2026,

and

2065

cm-1.
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For the selenium analog, theoretical calculations also account well for the experimental
adiabatic and vertical lowest ionization energies and they provide additional insight into
the nature of the molecular orbitals and electronic structure. In Figure 6.2 the arrow at
the low ionization energy, 7.45 eV, corresponds to the calculated adiabatic transition
from the fully optimized, ground-state, neutral geometry to the relaxed, ground-state,
cation geometry. The optimized cation geometry, shown in Figure 6.5, features a semibridging carbonyl ligand, and little-to-no lengthening of the Fe-Fe bond compared to the
neutral geometry. It can be seen that the calculated adiabatic energy is close to the
experimental onset of the ionization band.
The arrow placed at higher ionization energy in the spectrum points to the
calculated vertical ionization energy. The difference between the adiabatic and vertical
ionization energies is the reorganization energy of the cation from the non-bridging
structure to the semi-bridging, “rotated” structure. This type of structural reorganization
has been discussed in more detail previously.74 The calculated reorganization energy for
the cation is 0.45 eV. This reorganization energy to the semi-bridging carbonyl structure
is less than the ~0.65 eV reorganization energies found in a similar study for the related
1,2-benzenedithiolato,

2,3-pyridinedithiolato,

and

1,3-propanedithiolato

Fe2(CO)6

complexes, and considerably less than the 0.82 eV reorganization energy of the
norbornanedithiolato Fe2(CO)6 complex. This smaller reorganization energy suggests
that these seleno complexes may be amenable to faster electron transfer processes than
the corresponding thiolato complexes.
The Kohn-Sham orbitals for the HOMO and LUMO are shown in Figure 6.6. It can be
seen, as noted above, that the HOMO consists primarily of the metal-metal
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+

Figure 6.5: Calculated neutral and cation structures of
[μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se][Fe(CO)3]2.
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HOMO

LUMO

Figure 6.6. Highest occupied and lowest unoccupied orbitals of
[μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se][Fe(CO)3]2.
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bonding contribution between the Fe dz2 orbitals with some delocalization to the carbonyl
ligands due to back bonding. The LUMO shows principally a metal-metal anti bonding
interaction between the Fe dz2 orbitals however, there appears to be significant Fe-Se anti
bonding character between the Fe dz2 orbitals and the Se 4p lone-pair orbital.
(μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S)[Fe(CO)3]2: The replacement of the sulfur with the selenium
atom has no significant effect on the electronic structure of these systems. Carbonyl IR
stretching frequencies are similar in these two systems, meaning that there is little
electronic effect at the metal centers between S- and Se-based systems. The calculated
values for the carbonyl stretching frequencies are 1990, 2034, and 2073 cm-1 which are
comparable to the experimental values of 1989, 2033, and 2074 cm-1. These frequencies
are much closer to each other than in the Se analog, which may say something about how
well the functionals are doing accounting for the Se atoms.
The crystal structure for this complex is not available.
comparisons

between

(μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2

Thus computed
and

(μ-

S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S)[Fe(CO)3]2 are given. The Fe-Fe bond distance, calculated to be 2.566
Å, in the selenium complex, compares with 2.519 Å with the sulfur substitution. The
average calculated gas-phase Fe-Se distance of 2.405 Å compares with the average Fe-S
distance 2.276 Å. The selenium complex bond lengths are slightly longer than those of
the sulfur analog, which is expected due to the larger size of selenium.
It can be seen by the arrow on the low energy side of the photoelectron spectra in
Figure 6.3 that the calculated adiabatic energy is close to the experimental onset of the
ionization band. The arrow placed at higher ionization energy in the spectrum points to
the calculated vertical ionization energies for these two. The calculated reorganization
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energy for this cation is 0.62 eV, which is close to the non-methylated value discussed in
the previous chapter of 0.60 eV. These values are similar in energy, which indicates that
the addition of the methyl group does not drastically affect the electron transfer rate in
these systems. These values are larger than that calculated for the methylated selenium
analogue with a reorganization value calculated to be 0.45 eV.
Oxidation and Reduction: Electrochemical oxidation and reduction experiments have
only been performed on the selenium complex; therefore, comparison of the
computations will be made with this experimental data to validate the accuracy. These
electrochemical experiments were performed by Dr. Noriko Okumura in Professor
Dennis H. Evans’ research laboratory. The solvents used for both experimental and
computational evaluation were dichloromethane or acetonitrile and are referenced to
Fc/Fc+.
The oxidation potential values computed using the bridging cation structure are
0.54 V in acetonitrile and 0.56 V in dichloromethane, which is in fair comparison with
the experimental values of 0.74 V and 0.76 V, respectively, shown in Figure 6.7.
However, the oxidation values show excellent correlation between experimental and
computational results done in both solvents when the cation is in the non-bridging form,
0.70 V and 0.72 V, respectively. These data indicate that the non-bridging form of the
cation exists in solution, which differs from the gas phase calculations, where the semibridging carbonyl structure is calculated as the global minimum. This could be an
indication that solvent stabilization of the non-bridging cationic structure occurs.
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Figure 6.7: Background corrected voltagrams of 1.02 mM (μSe(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2 in acetonitrile with 0.10 M
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate at glassy carbon. 0.10 V/s.
Purged with argon. DFT-calculated potentials (±0.1 V) are indicated by
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Computational studies have shown that the singly reduced species for
(μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2 is that of the semi-bridging carbonyl, shown in
Figure 6.8. The calculated reduction potentials listed here were obtained using energy
values for this geometry, and are in good agreement with the experimental reduction
studies done in acetonitrile. However, a 0.3 V difference is observed when the reduction
was carried in dichloromethane. The computed values for the first reduction were -1.67
V and -1.96 V compared to the experimental results of -1.57 V and -1.76 V in acetonitrile
and dichloromethane, respectively.
6.4 Conclusions.
The

combination

of

photoelectron

spectroscopy,

infrared

spectroscopy,

electrochemistry and computations allow for comparisons to be made on geometric and
electronic structural changes that occur in these systems. The good agreement seen
between the experimental and computational techniques gives validity to the
computational analysis used for cationic structures in the gas-phase and solution-phase
oxidation and reduction potentials.

These two complexes show similar electronic

structure. The calculated reorganization energy for the selenium complex is 0.45 eV
compared to 0.62 eV for sulfur, indicating electron transfer may occur faster with the
selenium substitution. The addition of the methyl group in the sulfur complex does not
change the calculated reorganization energy, which indicates that this alkyl group will not
substantially change the rate of electron transfer in this system.
The calculated oxidation potentials are in good agreement in both solvents when
the non-bridging cation energies are used, although the gas-phase calculations show the
global minimum structure is of the rotated form. These results may indicate solvent
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-

Figure 6.8: Calculated neutral and anion structures of
[μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se][Fe(CO)3]2
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stabilization of the non-bridging cation or solvent coordination after rotation occurs in
solution. The calculated reduction potentials show good agreement using the semibridging cation energies in acetonitrile but a 0.3 V difference in dichloromethane.
These data indicate that overall, these systems are similar; however, the difference
in reorganization energies suggests catalysis of molecular hydrogen production may
occur faster with the selenium substitution.

More extensive electrochemical and

computational studies are needed to confirm this suggestion.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
7.1 Conclusions.
The primary focus of this dissertation was two-fold. First, the investigation of
cyanide as a ligand with respect to its π-bonding and back bonding capabilities in metal
complexes was explored both experimentally and computationally. Although cyanide is
an extensively studied ligand, discrepancy in the literature exists on the amount and
importance of its π-bonding in metal systems. The use of a well-established model
system for the [NiFe]-hydrogenase active site was slightly modified for neutral ultraviolet
photoelectron studies. In addition to this literature discrepancy, the results found from
the photoelectron spectroscopic studies show that the extent of cyanide acceptance in
these model systems is less than with carbonyl. Further investigation as to why cyanide
is placed in the spectrochemical series as roughly equivalent to carbonyl was made
though Hartree-Fock-Roothaan-Mulliken (HFRM) model computations.
The second main focus of this dissertation was to calibrate the computational
method used for the analysis of diiron systems designed to mimic the catalytic production
of molecular hydrogen by hydrogenase enzymes. This computational methodology was
first discussed in the literature on [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2.58 The studies presented
in this manuscript, as well as the work performed in this dissertation, show that the use of
the computational method described in Chapter 2 accounts well for geometric and
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electronic structural changes in these complexes. This same method was used for all the
FpX compounds.
The work discussed in Chapter 3 extended Darensbourg’s spectroscopic studies
on the [NiFe]-hydrogenase model system of [CpFe(CO)(CN)2]-. Here, the model system
replaced a carbonyl for cyanide to create the neutral CpFe(CO)2CN (FpCN) complex that
could then be investigated by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy.
Photoelectron spectroscopy allows for the assessment and comparison of backbonding from the metal to the carbonyl and cyanide ligands in these systems through
symmetry. Previous studies have shown that ligand substitution for cyanide in this
system allows for the quantification of π-backbonding.77

Here carbonyl, cyanide,

hydride, and chloride were evaluated. It was found and discussed in Chapter 3 that
average metal splitting of cyanide was 0.64 eV, which indicates it is overall a very weak
π-acceptor, which has roughly 7% the π-accepting ability compared to carbonyl in this
molecule. Further, increasing the electron density around the metal center by
pentamethylation of the Cp ring increases the acceptor ability of cyanide by around 20%
compared to that of carbonyl. Finally, the metal ionizations are more stable for CN- than
for H- or Cl-, which indicates that CN- is, overall, a poorer electron donor than hydride or
chloride in this system.
The difference in back-bonding between cyanide and carbonyl indicate that these
two ligands have different capabilities of π-acceptance and thus their placement on the
spectrochemical series is also due to factors other than solely their ability to stabilize
metal electrons by withdrawing electron density from them in organometallic systems.
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The use of the FpX systems for this type of evaluation is not the most direct means of
individual evaluation of these ligand’s π-accepting properties because both are present at
the metal in these systems and the extent of orbital mixing that occurs. In order to
address this question, the octahedral complexes Cr(CO)6, [Co(Cl)6]3-, and [Co(CN)6]3were evaluated by using the HFRM formulism for computational comparison. This
analysis allows for the extent of ligand electron donation and acceptance by using
comparable metal d6 systems.146
This computational technique shows that, as in the PES and DFT studies, cyanide
is a π-acceptor and chloride a π-donor, but this is not the dominating factor for the
spectrochemical series order. In the octahedral complexes investigated, cyanide has only
about a quarter of the acceptance ability of carbonyl, and therefore, π-acceptance is not
the dominating factor for why cyanide is a strong field ligand. These studies suggest that
cyanide is a strong-field ligand not because of its π-acceptor properties, but rather due to
strong σ donation. The cyanide 5σ orbital is closer in energy to the complex eg set of
orbitals than in the carbonyl ligand, which in turn destabilizes the eg electrons to a greater
degree than CO. Although the energy of these orbitals is closer, the size of cyanide’s 5σ
orbital is not as spatially diffuse as that of carbonyl, which creates a smaller overlap.
Carbonyl’s larger filled-filled orbital overlap, in combination with greater π-accepting
capabilities, creates a metal d orbital splitting similar to that of cyanide, resulting in these
ligands’ roughly equivalent field strengths.
These results also indicate that the evaluation used through photoelectron studies
is not a quantifiable means to assess the π-back bonding in FpX systems. Because the
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M3 band is affected by synergistic bonding modes this evaluation is not quantitative of πbonding exclusively, which allows only for a qualitative measurement of the overall
bonding effects in these systems. One important point to note is that photoelectron
spectroscopic and density functional theory calculations are measures of energy, whereas,
the HFRM formulism is a measure of electron population.
The remaining chapters focus on the calibration of computational methods
through experimental comparisons; most unique to these studies is the use of
photoelectron spectroscopy. This technique provides a direct measure of the energy for
formation of the cation in the gas phase, which allows for a well-defined benchmark for
gas-phase electronic structure calculations. Adiabatic ionization energy comparisons
were made to confirm that the computational method accounts for the electronic
structural rearrangements associated with oxidation.

In addition to photoelectron

spectroscopy, infrared carbonyl stretching frequencies were used to confirm the
computational method’s ability to account for the potential energy and structure
molecules as a function of vibrational distortions. Comparisons made with available xray crystallographic data substantiated the computed neutral geometries of the complexes
studied.
Chapter 4 investigated [(μ-ortho-C6H4S2)][Fe(CO)3]2, the first in the series of
hydrogenase mimic studies used to validate the calibration of computation with
experiment. It was shown that the computed geometry of the neutral structure, adiabatic
ionization energy, and carbonyl stretching frequencies were all in excellent agreement
with experiment giving confidence in the computational investigation of geometric and
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electronic structural changes. The cation was shown to rearrange to form a semi-bridging
carbonyl, with a reorganization energy of 0.62 eV. This complex has been shown to
electrocatalytically generate molecular hydrogen with acetic acid,58 but not with a low
enough overpotential or fast enough rate for industrial use, which indicates that this
reorganization energy is not optimally small for electron transfer in this catalysis.
The uncertainty surrounding the identity of the atom present at the central
bridging position in the [FeFe]-hydrogenase active site led to the investigation of a series
of related mimic systems. The systems investigated were (μ-SCH2XCH2S)[Fe(CO)3]2,
where X = CH3, NH, O, NMe, NtBu.

The computational method’s ability to account for

the geometric and electronic structural changes occurring in these systems was again
confirmed through the comparison of IR stretching frequencies and the adiabatic energy
correlations. The photoelectron spectroscopic experiments show very little difference in
ionization features and energies as did the computed reorganizational energies, which
demonstrates that the substitutions of these various atoms and ligands on the electronic
structure of these systems is minimal. These energies were comparable to those studied
previously.74 The ethyl ether and t-butyl amine bridging groups are exceptions to these
reorganization energy similarities, theirs being smaller.
Differences in the HOMO are observed in the methyl and t-butyl amine
complexes, which show character in the ligand and ligand sulfur bonds opposed to the
metal-metal bond as in the other systems.

Anomeric conformers were not taken into

account in the N-H and N-Me/t-butyl complexes with calculations, and further analysis is
needed.
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The presence of a selenocysteine amino acid at the a [NiFeSe] enzyme led to
studies that investigated and compared [μ-S(CH2)2CH(CH3)S][Fe(CO)3]2 and

[μ-

Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se][Fe(CO)3]2. The studies discussed in Chapter 7 show that overall
these systems are similar; however, the reorganization energy in the selenium system is
roughly 0.2 eV smaller than for sulfur, which may suggest faster electron transfer is
possible with this atom replacement.
The

oxidation

potential

calculations

performed

on

(μ-

Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2 are in good agreement both in acetonitrile and
dichloromethane with experimental studies when the non-bridging cation energies are
used, although the gas-phase calculations show the global minimum structure is of the
rotated configuration. These results may indicate solvent stability of the non-bridging
cation is occurring or solvent coordination after rotation occurs in solution. In addition
the reduction potentials show good agreement using the semi-bridging cation energies in
acetonitrile but a 0.3 V difference is calculated in dichloromethane.
Chapters 4-6 show that the use of photoelectron spectroscopy gives a unique
benchmark measurement for a computational method’s ability to account for geometric
and electronic structural changes, oxidation and reduction potentials. In general, the
rotated structure of the complex is predicted for the cation, which is in agreement with
crystal

structures

for

the

[FeFe]-hydrogenase

active

site.

The

(μ-

Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2 reorganization energy was the smallest calculated of all
complexes in this dissertation, which indicates this complex’s electron transfer would
have the fastest kinetics of the systems evaluated.
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7.2 Future directions.
The research presented in this dissertation is only the beginning of studies to be
done for the design and synthesis of hydrogenase mimic compounds. Most of the work
performed for these studies is only the stepping stone for both catalytic design and the
understanding of the unusual role of cyanide in the active site of all hydrogenases. These
studies indicate that the protein environment has a considerable affect on the active sites’
ability to catalytically produce molecular hydrogen at such high rates.
One important aspect of the enzyme environment is hydrogen bonding with the
cyanide ligand. Lysine 237, Serine 202, Glutamate 240 are invariant residues in all
known [FeFe]-hydrogenases,23 with the lysine 237 being closet in space to the cyanide
(Figure 7.1). The hydrogen-bond that exists between the lysine and this cyanide may be
of importance in the enzymes ability to catalyze molecular hydrogen. Computational
exploration of what the effects of this hydrogen bonding interaction has on the cyanide
could be performed by simplifying the amino acid to an ethyl amine group and fixing the
distance between one hydrogen and the cyanide so it is the same as in the enzyme, shown
in Figure 7.2. In addition, protonation of this cyanide may be of interest, as well as, a
charge-charge interaction between the negative charge on the cyanide and positive charge
of the NH3R group on the amino acid may play a role in this enzymes catalysis.
It has been determined through these studies that photoelectron spectroscopy is a
unique benchmark measurement for the electronic structure of the cation in these diiron
model systems. These studies revealed that for the majority of complexes, the rotated
structure, similar to that in the enzyme, is the most stable form of the cation. In order to
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Figure 7.1: [FeFe]- active site with invariant amino acids.23
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Figure 7.2: Simplified model of the enzyme environment in [FeFe]hydrogenase to be used in computational studies.
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minimize the energy needed for fast electron kinetics, designing model complexes with
neutral structures containing a semi-bridging carbonyl could potentially aid in catalysis.
Of the reorganization energies studied (μ-Se(CH2)2CH(CH3)Se)[Fe(CO)3]2 was calculated
to be the lowest, which indicates the substitution of sulfur by selenium may lead to better
synthetic systems for this catalysis.
In addition to designing a system with a semi-bridging carbonyl, replacing
carbonyl with cyanide in these diiron mimics could lend insight into the mechanism in
the enzyme, as well as enhanced catalysis.

More systems that replace sulfur with

selenium may aid in the understanding of how these bridging groups affect this reaction,
if at all, and whether or not increasing the basiciy of this site assists in faster protonation
and turnover of molecular hydrogen in these mimic system.
The ability to use these two techniques allows for a new and accurate way to
predict the electronic structure and electrocatalytic behavior of these iron based systems.
This capability may help advance the design of inorganic catalysts in general by using
less resources and time to study the potential of new possible catalytic systems.
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